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A b s tra c t
The parabolic algebra A p and the hyperbolic algebra Ah are nonselfadjoint 
w*-closed operator algebras which were first considered by A. Katavolos and 
S. C. Power. In [KP97] and [KP02] they showed that their invariant subspace 
lattices are homeomorphic to compact connected Euclidean manifolds, and 
that the parabolic algebra is reflexive in the sense of Halmos.
We give a new proof of the reflexivity of the parabolic algebra through 
analysis of Hilbert-Schmidt operators. We also show that there are operators 
in A p with nontrivial kernel.
We then consider some natural “companion algebras” of the parabolic 
algebra which leads to a compact subspace lattice known as the Fourier- 
Plancherel sphere. We show that the unitary automorphism group of this 
lattice is isomorphic to a semidirect product of R2 and 5 L2(R).
A proof that the hyperbolic algebra is reflexive follows by an essentially 
identical analysis of Hilbert-Schmidt operators to that which was used to 
establish the reflexivity of A p. We also present a transparent proof of a 
known result concerning a strong operator topology limit of projections.
Both of the Katavolos-Power algebras are generated as w*-closed oper­
ator algebras by the image of a semigroup of a Lie group under a unitary- 
valued representation. Following [KP02], we call such operator algebras 
Lie semigroup operator algebras. We seek new examples of such algebras by
considering the images of the semigroup SL2 (R+) of the Lie group SLqCR) 
under unitary-valued representations of 6X2 (IR). We show that a particular 
Lie semigroup operator algebra A+ arising in this way is reflexive and that 
it is the operator algebra leaving a double triangle subspace lattice invari­
ant. Surprisingly, A+ is generated as a w*-closed algebra by the image of a 
proper subsemigroup of SL2  (R+)-
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This thesis is concerned with the properties of certain nonselfadjoint non- 
commutative weakly closed operator algebras. The original examples of such 
algebras were described in the two papers [KP97] and [KP02] of Katavolos 
and Power. Since much of this thesis is intimately connected with these 
papers, we briefly review their contents here.
In [KP97], the parabolic algebra is analysed. This is the w*-closed algebra 
of bounded operators on the Hilbert space L2(R) generated by the Hardy 
space H°°(R) acting as multiplication operators and the right shifts.
One version of Beurling’s theorem formulated by Lax in [Lax59] asserts 
that the closed subspaces K  of L2(R) which are invariant under multipli­
cation by functions in H°°(R) either take the form K  = L 2(E ) for some 
Lebesgue measurable subset E  of R, or that there is a unimodular func­
tion u G L°°(R) such that K  = uH 2(R). In [KP97], the authors use this 
result, a cocycle argument and the properties of certain inner functions to 
determine the invariant subspace lattice L at.4p of the parabolic algebra A p. 
They show that if we give Lat A p the topology induced by the strong oper­
ator topology on the set of orthogonal projections, then L at.4p is homeo-
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morphic to a closed disk. They also find the unitary automorphism group of 
this subspace lattice, and show that it is isomorphic to a semidirect product 
of the additive groups R2 and R.
An operator algebra A  is said to be reflexive if each operator leaving 
invariant every invariant subspace of A  lies inside A. This terminology is due 
to Halmos [Hal70]. One well-known class of reflexive operator algebras is the 
class of nest algebras, the algebras consisting of all bounded linear operators 
which leave a particular chain of subspaces invariant. By showing that 
every Hilbert-Schmidt operator in A p is a certain type of pseudo-differential 
operator, the parabolic algebra is identified in [KP97] with the intersection 
of two nest algebras. It follows immediately that A p is reflexive.
In Chapter 3, we revisit the question of the reflexivity of the parabolic 
algebra. We give a different characterisation of the Hilbert-Schmidt oper­
ators in A p and so obtain a new proof of this result. Motivated by the 
unresolved question of whether or not A p is an integral domain, we also 
construct non-zero operators in A p with non-trivial kernel.
As remarked in [KP02], the invariant subspace lattice of the parabolic 
algebra sits inside a larger subspace lattice, the Fourier-Plancherel sphere. 
In Chapter 4, we determine the reflexive binest algebras obtained when we 
pick two nests from this lattice. In the non-degenerate cases, these are all 
unitarily equivalent to A p. Using arguments from Lang’s book [Lan85], we 
identify a copy of the Lie group SIsi (R) inside the unitary automorphism 
group of the Fourier-Plancherel sphere. This automorphism group is then 
seen to be isomorphic to a semidirect product of R2 and SL-i (R).
If we replace the right translation semigroup in the definition of A p by a 
certain semigroup of unitary dilation operators, then we arrive at the hyper­
bolic algebra .4h> which is the subject of [KP02]. In this paper, Katavolos
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and Power determine the invariant subspace lattice Lat Ah of this nonselfad- 
joint weakly closed operator algebra, which turns out to be homeomorphic 
to a compact connected subset of R4.
In Chapter 5, we give a proof of the reflexivity of .Ah, published in [LP03]. 
This is strikingly similax to the reflexivity proof of Chapter 3. We close the 
chapter by establishing a certain strong operator topology limit of projec­
tions onto subspaces in Lat.Ah- This result is also proven in [KP02], as part 
of the proof of the connectedness of Lat .Ah- Our proof emphasises the ge­
ometric picture in the spirit of Halmos ([Hal69], [Hal71]) by expressing the 
subspaces involved as the graphs of unbounded operators.
It is high time for us to explain the title of this thesis. Following com­
ments made in [KP02], we define a Lie semigroup operator algebra as follows. 
Given a Lie group G we will call a subsemigroup G+ of G a Lie semigroup. If 
we also select a unitary-valued representation p of G on some Hilbert space, 
then the Lie semigroup operator algebra obtained from the triple (G, G+, p) 
is defined to be the weakly closed operator algebra generated by p(G+). 
Both of the Katavolos-Power algebras discussed above are examples. In 
each case the representation p maps a Lie group into the set of bounded 
linear operators on the Hilbert space L2(R). For the parabolic algebra, the 
Lie group in question is the Heisenberg group of 3 x 3 matrices, and the 
“ax + 6” Lie group gives rise to the hyperbolic algebra.
Given the broad scope of this definition, it seems natural to hope that 
the parabolic and hyperbolic algebras are not the only interesting mem­
bers of this class. In Chapter 6 we begin the search for new examples, 
focusing on the Lie group SL2(R) of 2 x 2 matrices with real entries and de­
terminant +1 and the Lie semigroup 5Z^(R+ ) consisting of those matrices 
in SLqCR) with non-negative entries. We first examine some representations
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of 5X2 (R) on CN . Since there are no irreducible unitary-valued representa­
tions of SX2W  on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, we instead examine 
the closed algebras generated by p(5L2(R+)) where p is an irreducible rep­
resentation. Such representations are well-known, and it is easily seen that 
these algebras are the full matrix algebras M ^(C ). In particular, they are 
reflexive.
Having dealt with this somewhat trivial case, we turn to the principal 
series representations of SL2 (R) on L 2(R), restricting our attention to the 
non-irreducible representation p in the principal series. Let A+ denote the 
Lie semigroup operator algebra obtained from (^ ^ (R ) , SX2(R+), p)- We 
show that the invariant subspace lattice Lat.4+ of A+ has three com­
ponents, being the union of a topological sphere with the two isolated 
points {(0),L2(R)}. The key step is the observation that p(SL,2 (R+)) fixes 
a double triangle subspace lattice; we show that the reflexive closure of this 
five-element lattice coincides with Lat.4+. We also show that A+ is equal 
to an operator algebra which is unitarily equivalent to a superalgebra of Ah, 
although it appears at first sight to be a proper subalgebra of A+. This is 
done in a similar manner to the reflexivity proof of the previous chapter, 
and we obtain the reflexivity of A+ as a consequence.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
This chapter contains a short account of the elementary theory which we 
need. Proofs which are readily available elsewhere have been omitted.
2.1 H ardy spaces
The details of this theory may be found in [Hof62], [Gar81] and [Nik02].
Let
T =  {z  e C | \z\ = 1} and D =  { z  £ C | \z\ < 1}
denote the unit circle and the open unit disk in C respectively. Further, let 
HolS be the set of holomorphic functions on an open subset S of C. For 
p > 0, the Hardy spaces of the disk are
f f d Q
H P{B) = \ f  e  Hol(D) sup /  \f(re t0)\p —  < oo >, 0 < p < oo,
0 < r < l  JO 2 tt  J
H°°(B) = { f e  Hol(D) s u p |/ ( 2)| < 00j .
f z€ D ^
We write H+ and HI-  for the open upper and lower half-planes
T+ —= {z € C | Im z > 0 } , HI = {z € C | Im z < 0}.
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The Hardy spaces of the upper half-plane are
/ f p(H+) =  { / 6  Hol(H+) sup [  \ f (x  + iy)\p dx <  oo}, 0 < p < oo, 
1 y>o J  r  J
H °°(H+) =  { /  € Hol(H+) sup \ f(z)\ < oo).
L z€H+ J
We define quasinorms on these spaces in the obvious manner:
i*27Tf  d6
=  sup /  \f{ret9)\p — , 0 < p < oo, /  € t f p(D),
0<r<l JO 27T
=  sup f |f ( x  +  iy)\p dx, 0 < p <  oo, /  6 t f p(H+), 
y> o J r0
l / /° ° (D ) =  | | / | | l °°(D)> /  €
l t f ° ° ( i n + )  =  I I / I I l o o ( h + ) >  /  e  H ° ° ( M + ) .
For 1 < p < oo, these quasinorms on H p(D) and i / p(!HI+ ) are norms.
We now define the Hardy spaces on the circle and the line by
r df)
H ”(T) =  { /  e LP(J) Jo e ^ / f e " )  —  = 0, n = 1 ,2 ,3 ,. . .  }, 1 < p < oo,
H p(U) = i f  s  Lp(R) [  J ^ - d t  = 0, z e K ~ ) ,  l < p < o o ,
 ^ Jr t ~ z '
tf°°(R) =  { /  € i°°(R ) | J  S ( t ) { j^ - z ~ dt = 0, z e  H -} .
These spaces inherit norms from L ^T ) and / /(R ) .
Let /  and g be measurable functions T —► C. The convolution of /  and g 
is the function f  * g : T —► C,
( /  * s ) (e " )  =  r  f ( e * )g (e * , -<*) 0 <  6 < 2*
whenever this integral exists. Similarly if /  and g are measurable functions 
R —► C, then their convolution /  * g : R —♦ C is given by the following 
expression whenever the integrand is integrable.
(f * g ) ( x ) =  I  f (y)g(x  -  y)dy,  x  e  R 
J r
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T h e o rem  2.1 (F a to u ). (i). Let 1 < p  <  oo and let E  be the operator 
defined on H p{T) by
E f ( r e ie) =  (Pr * f ) ( e id), 0 <  r < 1, 0 < 0 < 2tt
where Pr is the Poisson kernel
_i_ j*
Pr(el ) =  Re —tq , 0 < r  < 1, 0 < 0 < 2-j t .
Then E  is an isometric isomorphism of H p(T) onto H P(B>). Given a func­
tion f  E i f p(D), let B f  be the function
B f ( e ie) = lim f ( z ) .  (2.1)
2—etd
The limit in this expression is the nontangential limit as z —► e'e with z 6  B, 
and B f  is defined for those e%e E T for which this limit exists. Then B f  
is defined almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure in T and 
B  =  E ~ l . I f O < p <  1 and f  E H P(H>) then the function B f  given by (2.1) 
is defined almost everywhere.
(ii). Let 1 < p < oo and let E  be the operator defined on H P(M) by
E f ( x  +  iy) = (Py * /)(x ), i E R ,  y > 0
where Py is the Poisson kernel
Pv(x) = — Im — i E R ,  y > 0.7T x — iy
Then E  is an isometric isomorphism of H p(R) onto H P(M+). Given a 
function f  E /7P(1HI+), let B f  be the function
B f ( x )  = lim f {z) .  (2.2)
z—*x
The limit in this expression is the nontangential limit as z —* x  'with z E 
and B f  is defined for those x  E R for which this limit exists. Then B f  is
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defined almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure and B  =  E ~ l . 
I f O < p <  1 and f  G H p{H+) then the function B f  given by (2.2) is defined 
almost everywhere.
In light of Theorem 2.1, when 1 < p < oo we often make the following 
identifications.
H p{D) <— ► H p(T), 
/  G H P(B) <— ► B f  G H p(T), 
(2.3)
<— > H P{R), 
f  € / f p(M+) <— > B f  G H P(R).
The function B f  is called the boundary value function  of / ,  and the func­
tion E f  is called the Poisson extension of / .
We pause to extract a useful generalisation of Cauchy’s formula and a 
density result.
P roposition  2.2. For 1 < p < oo and z G let
C f ( z )  = ) ~  f  £ Q - d t ,  f  6  H P(R).27n  JR t -  z
Then C f  is the Poisson extension of f  to HI+ .
Proof. Let i G R  and y > 0. Then
_ , . 1 _ 1 1 / 1  1 \Py(x) = — Im  — =  ~—: ( ------: — ).
7r x — iy 27n \ x  — iy x  + i y /
So writing z =  x  +  iy, the Poisson extension E f  of /  G H P(R) is given by
E f { z ) =  f  Py( x - t ) f { t ) d t  
J R
2m Jfrt  — z
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since /  E H P(R) and by definition,
L
dt = 0, z e M +. □
fR t — Z
For v  E C, let bv : C \  {u} —► C be the function 
M *) =  r 2 6 C \{ u } .z  — V
When v  E H - , the function bv lies in the Hardy space H 2(R) and in accor­
dance with (2.3) we identify bv with its boundary value function Bbv =  bv\R. 
The last result can then be rewritten in the form
Cf ( z )  =  </,<*> =  Ef ( z ) ,  2 6 H+ / 6  H<>(R).
L em m a 2.3. The linear spans of the sets
{6V | v € H - } and {bvbw \ v, w  6 H - } 
are both dense in H 2{R).
Proof. If /  G H 2(R) and (f , b v) = 0 for each v E H - , then by Propo­
sition 2.2, the Poisson extension of /  to H + is the constant function 0, 
so /  =  0. So the orthogonal complement in H 2{R) of {bv \ v  E H~} is the 
zero subspace and so this set does indeed have dense linear span in H 2(R). 
Observe that for any distinct complex numbers v  and w,
u t i \ bv {z) — bw (z)  . , >bv (z)bw (z)  = -------------------------- , 2  E C \  { v , w } .
v — w
So if /  E H 2(R) and ( f , b vbw) =  0 for every v , w  E H- , then when v  and w  
are distinct in H- ,
u  — ( / ,  bvbw) — _  —  — _  —
v  — w  v  — w
So the Poisson extension of /  to H+ has zero derivative, and so is a constant. 
However, the only constant function in H 2(H.+) is the zero function, so
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/  =  0. Hence the orthogonal complement in H 2(R) of {bvbw \ v ,w  € H - } is 
the zero subspace and so this set has dense linear span in H 2(R). □
Let u  be the bijection of D \  {1} onto the closed upper half-plane K+,
w{z) = i \ ^ - , 2 € B \  {1} =  {z  G C | \z\ <  1, z ±  1}
1 — z
and for 1 < p  <  oo let Up : L ^T ) —► Lp(R) be the map
Upf(x) = ( - 7  ^ , 2)  tvf { w~ l (x)),  x  e R, /  € I ’’(T), 1 < p < 00,
Ux f (x )  = / ( ^ - ‘( i) ) ,  x 6 R, /  € L°°(T).
T h e o rem  2.4. For 1 < p < oo, the map Up is an isometric isomorphism 
of HP(T) onto HP(R).
T h eo rem  2.5 (Szego). Let 0 < p < oo and let f  e  LP(T) be a function 
with log | / |  G L ^T ). Let the function [f] : D —* C be given by
[f]{z) = exp f  6i e * Z log \ f (el9)\ z e B .
JR e z
Then [f] £ H P(B) and the boundary value function B [ f  ] satisfies
\ Bf ( e l0)\ = \ f (et9)\ for almost every 6 G [0,27r).
Moreover, for every non-zero function f  G H p(T), the function  lo g |/ | lies 
in L l {T).
C o ro lla ry  2.6. Let 1 < p < oo and let f  G H p(T). Then f  takes the value 0 
on a set of strictly positive Lebesgue measure if  and only if  f  = 0. The same 
is also true if  f  G H p(R).
D efin ition  2.7. A function /  G H°°(T) is inner if /  is unimodular, i.e. 
|/(e*^)| =  1 for almost every 6 G [0,27r).
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For 0 <  p  <  oo, a function /  G H P(B) is outer if there is a constant A with 
|A| =  1 such that
/ = m
where [/] is the function defined in Theorem 2.5. We call [/] the outer part 
o f / .
A function /  G ) is inner if /  is unimodular, i.e.
\Bf(x) \  =  1 for almost every x  G R.
For 1 < p <  oo, a function /  € H p(H+) is outer if the function U~l f  is 
outer in H p(D).
Using the identifications (2.3) also allows us to define inner and outer 
functions in the spaces H p(T) and H p(R) for 1 < p < oo.
The importance of the classes of inner and outer functions lies in the fact 
that H p functions have a canonical factorisation into inner and outer parts.
Theorem  2.8 (F. R iesz, V . Sm irnov). Let 0 < p < oo. I f  f  G H p(B)
is non-zero, then f  has a unique factorisation of the form f  = V[f] where 
V  G is inner and [/] G H P(B) is the outer part of f .
I f  1 < P < oo and f  € H P(M+) is non-zero, then f  has a factorisation
of the form f  = XVW  where X is a unimodular constant, V  G /f°°(lHI+) is 
inner and W  G i / p(H+) is outer. Moreover, this factorisation is unique up 
to constant unimodular factors.
The following sufficient condition for a function to be outer is Corol­
lary II.4.8 of [Gar81].
Lem m a 2.9. Let f  G H P(M+) for some p > 0. I f  either of the following 
two conditions is satisfied, f  is an outer function.
(i). R e /(z )  > 0 for z G H+ .
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(ii). There is a continuously differentiable arc V terminating at 0 which 
contains more than one point, and / (H + ) C C \ r ,
The next two results axe in §A.4.2 of [Nik02].
Theorem  2.10 (V . Sm irnov). I f  a function h : D —► C is holomorphic 
and Keh(z)  >  0 for each z E  D, then h E  H r(B>) for each r E  (0,1), and h 
is outer.
Proposition  2.11. Let f \  and f<i be functions in H p(B) for some p > 0. 
Then the product f \  fe is outer if  and only if  f \  and f 2 are both outer. In 
particular, if  f  E H P(B>) and 1 /  f  E H q{ B) for some p,q > 0 then f  is outer.
Beurling’s theorem characterises the closed subspaces of L2(T) which are 
invariant for the shift operator
M z : f ( z )  ~  z f ( z ), /  € L \ T), z  e  T.
Theorem  2.12 (B eurling’s theorem ). Suppose that K  is a closed sub­
space of the Hardy space H 2(T) and that the set M ZK  is contained in K . 
Then K  = uH 2(T) for some inner function u € H°°(T).
Transferring this result to the line, we arrive at the following result, 
formulated by Lax in [Lax59].
Theorem  2.13 (Beurling-Lax theorem ). Suppose that K  is a closed 
subspace of the Hardy space H 2(R) and that the set elXxK  is contained in K  
for each A > 0. Then K  = u H 2{R) for some inner function u E  H°°(R).
Given inner functions /  and g , we say that g divides f  if there is an 
inner function h such that /  =  gh. The greatest common inner divisor of a 
family {/, | i E 1} of inner functions, if it exists, is an inner function g such 
that g divides f i  for each i E I  and if another inner function g' divides f\
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for each i e  I  then g' divides g. If 1 < p < oo and we axe given a set 
S  =  {hi | i € /}  C HP where I P  =  H P(T) or H p = H p(R), then by 
Theorem 2.8,
where Ai e C, V* is inner and Wi is outer for each i e I.  The greatest 
common inner divisor of S  is the greatest common inner divisor of the set 
{Vi | i e /} , if it exists. This is defined up to a unimodular constant.
P ro p o s itio n  2.14. Suppose that 1 < p < oo and that K  is a subset o f H p(T) 
or H p{R) containing a non-zero function. Then the greatest common inner 
divisor of K  exists.
Proof. As shown in [Ber88], when K  is a subset of H°°(T) this result follows 
from Beurling’s theorem. The case K  C H°°(R) follows immediately using 
Theorem 2.4, and by Theorem 2.8 the proof is complete. □
We use the following result, which is Corollary A.6 .5.5 of [Nik02].
P ro p o s itio n  2.15. Let E be a subset of H 2(R) containing a non-zero func­
tion and let k be the greatest common inner divisor of T.. Then the closed 
linear span in L2(R) of |J a>0 els:rE is kH 2(R).
2.2 Fourier transform s
We work on the Hilbert space L2(R). Let F  denote the Fourier-Plancherel 
transform on this space, which is given by the continuous extension of
from L ! (R) fl L2(R) to L2(R). As is well-known, F  is a unitary operator 
on L 2(R) and F 2f (x )  = f { —x), F 3 = F * and F 4 = I.  Moreover, on the
S  = {AiViWi | i e / }
(2.4)
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intersection L 1(R)C\L2(R), F  coincides with the Fourier transform on L 1(R). 
The Paley-Wiener theorem explicitly identifies the Hardy space H 2{R) using 
the Fourier transform; for a proof, see [Hof62] or [Nik02].
T h e o rem  2.16 (P a le y -W ie n er th e o re m ). F H 2(R) =  L2(R+).
For K  a subset of L2(R), let us write K  for the set of complex conju­
gates /  of functions /  E K.  From (2.4), it is easy to see that for /  E L 2(R),
~F*~f = F j ,  s o  /  =  F ' W f .
Since F 2 = (F*)2 satisfies F 2L 2{R±) =  L2(RT), by Theorem 2.16,
t f 2(R) =  F*F*H2( R) = F*F2L 2(R+) = F*L2{ R_)
=  F*(L2( R+)x ) =  (F*L2{R+))± = ^ ( R ) 1 .
only if  f  = 0 .
Given a function /  € L ^T ) and n E Z, the nth Fourier coefficient of f  
is the complex number
Proposition  2.18. A function f  € /^ (T ) satisfies Cn(f) = 0 for each n e Z  
i f  and only if  f  = 0. Consequently, if f  € L l (T) satisfies C n ( f )  = 0 for  
n  =  ±1, ±2, ± 3 , . . . ,  then f ( e t6) = co(f ) for almost every 9 e  T.
Corollary 2.19. Suppose that u E L°°(R) is a unimodular function such 
that u H 2{R) =  H 2{R). Then there is a constant A E C such that u(x) = A 
for almost every i E R .
The next two results are both proven in [Kat76].
P ro p o s itio n  2.17. A function f  E L ^R ) has zero Fourier transform if and
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Proof. We use the notation of Theorem 2.4. The inverse of the isomor-
H 2(T) = t/2_ 1( / f 2(R)) =  U2 l ( uH2(R)) =  {u o cj)H2(T).
In particular, since the constant function 1 lies in H 2(T), the unimodular 
function u o u  lies in H 2(T) fl L°°(T) =  H°°(T). Moreover, since u =  1/u,
H 2( R) =  u u / /2(R) =  u f f2(R),
so the unimodular functions u and u enter the argument symmetrically. 
Thus uouj must also lie in H°°(T) and so
By Proposition 2.18, u o u  must be equal to co(u o u) almost everywhere 
on T. Since u  has finite derivative on T \  {1}, it maps null subsets of T \  {1} 
to null subsets of R. Moreover, u  maps T \  {1} onto R, so u{x) =  c q ( u  o c j )
2.3 H ilbert-Schm idt operators
Given a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space 7i, we write C(H)  for 
the set of bounded linear operators on H.  Let {en}n6N be an orthonormal 
basis for H.  The set Ci{H)  of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H  is defined by
phism U2 : H 2(T) H 2(R) is
U2 19(z) = n l/2{u(z) +  i )g(u{z))
=  2i7r1/2(l -  z y ' g ^ i z ) ) ,  z €  T \  {1}, g € H 2(R).
Thus
n = ±1, ±2, ±3,
for almost every i e R . □
C2(« )  =  { k  e  C(H)  | ] T  ||iCen ||2 <  oo}.
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This definition and the quantity
m e m  = (E  ii^-ii2)172’ K 6
n€N
are both independent of the choice of orthonormal basis {e„}neis> and the 
map K  t—► \\K\\C2iH) is a Banach space norm on C2(H), called the Hilbert- 
Schmidt norm.
Let us write C2 for the set of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on L2(R). As 
shown in [Rin71], these operators can be explicitly identified as
C2 =  {Intfc | k E L2(R2)}
where
(Int k) f ( x)  = [  k(x, y) f{y)  dy, f  e  L 2(R), x  e  R.
Jr
The Hilbert-Schmidt operators form a two-sided ideal of compact operators 
in £ (L 2(R)) and the Hilbert-Schmidt norm || \\c2 satisfies
||Intfc||Ca =  ||fc||i 2(RJ), k e L 2( R2), (2.5)
so the bijection C2 —> L2(R), Intfc 1—► k is isometric with respect to this 
norm. Moreover, the Hilbert-Schmidt norm dominates the operator norm 
on C2.
2.4 W eak operator topologies
Let 7i be an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space, let T  6 C(H)  and 
let x, y € 7i . Set
W(T,x,y) =  {A e  C(H) \ \((T -  A)x,y) \  <  1},
S ( T , x )  = { A e C ( H )  | | | ( T - A ) x | | < l } .
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The weak operator topology and strong operator topology are the topologies 
on C{H)  with bases
n
{p |W (T t,X i,y i) | n e N, T{ € C(H), Xi,y{ 6 H}  and
i=i
n
(p|«S(Tt,Xi) | n  € N, Ti € C(7i), x, € H } respectively.
i=i
Let K  6  C{H).  Then K  is trace class if the operator \K\xf2 is a Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator. Let { e n } n € N be an orthonormal basis for Tt. If K  is trace 
class then the sum
T t K  = y ^ ( K e n,en) 
n£  N
converges absolutely and is independent of the choice of orthonormal basis 
{ e n } n € N- We call Tr K  the trace of K . The set C\ (H) of trace class operators 
is a two-sided ideal of compact operators in C(H)  and the dual space of C\ {H) 
is seen to be C(H)  when we identify T  e  C(H)  with the linear functional
: Cl (H)  -+ C, T t(TK)  .
The w*-topology on C(H)  is the weak-star topology arising from this duality.
Parts (i)-(iii) of the next result may be found in [Dav96] and parts (iii) 
and (iv) are proven in [Con91].
P ro p o s itio n  2.20. (i). The norm topology on C(H) is stronger than the 
strong operator topology, which is stronger than the weak operator topology. 
The w*-topology is stronger than the weak operator topology and it is weaker 
than the norm topology.
(ii). Multiplication on the left by a fixed bounded linear operator is con­
tinuous in the strong and weak operator topologies, as is multiplication on 
the right. Moreover, multiplication is jointly strong operator topology con­
tinuous on bounded sets; that is, i f  S a —> S  and Ta —* T  are strong operator
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topology convergent bounded nets, then S aTa —► S T  in the strong operator 
topology.
(Hi). The closures of a convex subset o f C{H) in the strong and weak 
operator topologies coincide.
(iv). The weak operator topology and the w*-topology agree on bounded 
subsets of C(H).
A strong operator topology continuous one-parameter semigroup of op­
erators on a Hilbert space H  is a set S  =  {St \ t G R+} C £(H)  such 
that the mapping S  of the additive semigroup R+ =  {x  G R | x  > 0} into 
C(H)  given by S{t) =  St is a strong operator topology continuous homo­
morphism. A strong operator topology continuous one-parameter group is a 
set S  = {St | t G R} C £ (7 i) such that <S+ = {S* | t G R+} is a strong 
operator topology continuous one-parameter semigroup, and S - t  = 5 t-1 for 
t e  R.
We will use the notation
T  =  SOT-lim Ta
to indicate that T  is the strong operator topology limit of the net Ta .
2.5 Subspace lattices
We adopt the convention that a subspace of a normed vector space is a closed 
linear manifold. Given a set £  of subspaces of a Hilbert space H, we write
A lg£  =  {A  G £(H ) | A K  C K  for every K  G £}.
Dually, given a set of operators A  C C(H ), we define the set Lat.4  by
Lat^4 =  {K  a subspace of H  | A K  C K  for every A  G A }.
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We give the set of subspaces of H  the following natural lattice operations. 
Given two subspaces K  and L, K  V L  is their closed linear span and K  A L 
is their intersection. It is easy to see tha t Lat A  is always closed under these 
operations, so it is a  lattice. We call Lat A  the invariant subspace lattice 
of A.
A  subspace lattice is a sublattice of the lattice of subspaces of H. When 
present, the top element of a subspace lattice is H  and the bottom  element 
is the zero subspace (0). A proper subspace of 7t is a subspace which does 
not lie in the trivial lattice {(0), L2(R)}. Plainly, {(0), L2(R)} is always 
contained in Lat A.
An operator algebra A  is a norm-closed subspace of C(7i) such that 
whenever A \ and A 2 are elements of A , their product A \A 2 also lies in A. 
For any subspace lattice £ , Alg £  is a weak operator topology closed operator 
algebra. For A lg£ is closed under taking products, since if A\ and A 2 lie 
in A lg£, then for K  E  £ ,
A \A 2K  C A \K  C K.
To see that A lg£ is weak operator topology closed, let K  E £, k 6 K, 
j  e  K L and let A a be a net in A lg£ converging in the weak operator 
topology to a bounded linear operator A. Then
0 =  lim{Aak, j )  -► {Ak, j) ,
a
so (Ak, j )  = 0 and so A  e  A lg£.
We will frequently adopt the convention of identifying a subspace K  
with [A], the orthogonal projection onto A , and a subspace lattice £  with
[C\ =  m  I K e C ) ,
the set of orthogonal projections onto subspaces in £ . Using this identi­
fication, £  becomes a set of projections which we endow with the strong
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operator topology. An invariant subspace lattice Lat A  is always closed in 
this topology; for let [K a] be a net of projections in Lat A  converging in 
the strong operator topology. Since the set of projections in £(H)  is closed 
in the strong operator topology, [ATQ] —► [K] strongly for some subspace K  
of H.  A subspace J  lies in Lat .4. if and only if [J]A[J] =  A[J] for every 
A  6 A.  Fix A 6 A;  then the nets [Ka] and A\Ka\ are bounded and so by 
Proposition 2.20(h), [Ka]A[Ka] —> [K]A[K] and A[Ka] —► A[K] strongly. 
So [K\A[K\ = A[K] and K  e  Lat A.
Following Halmos [Hal70], we say that an operator algebra A  is reflexive 
if it takes the form A  =  A lg£ for some subspace lattice C. Equivalently, A  
is reflexive if A  = Alg Lat A . Similarly, a subspace lattice £  is reflexive when 
£  = Lat Alg C which happens precisely when £  = Lat A  for some operator 
algebra A . The equivalence of these characterisations of reflexivity follows 
from the following assertions, which hold for arbitrary collections of bounded 
linear operators A  and A ' and arbitrary sets of subspaces £  and £ '. Their 
proof is elementary.
If A! C A  then Lat A! 3  Lat A ;
if £ ’ C £  then A lg£ ; D A lg£ ;
A  C Alg Lat A; £  C Lat Alg £.
The reflexive closure of a set A  of bounded linear operators is the reflexive 
operator algebra Alg Lat A . The reflexive closure of a set £  of subspaces 
of H  is the reflexive subspace lattice Lat Alg £.
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2.6 Tensor products
Let X  and Y  be cr-finite measure spaces. Given a subspace S  of L 2(X)  and 
a subspace T  of L 2(Y),  we write
S ® T  =  \ /{ «  ® t : (x, y) «-> s(x)t{y) \ s E S, t e T }
where V denotes the closed linear span in the function space L 2( X  x Y).  The 
function space 5® T is the tensor product of S  and T, and it is a Hilbert space 
in its own right under the inner product given by the continuous sesquilinear 
extension of
(si <g> t\, S2 <S> t 2 )s®T = (si ,S2)s ' (*1, *2) t
to all of S  <S> T.
L em m a 2.21. Let S  and T  be subspaces of L 2{R). Suppose that f  6 L 2(R2) 
satisfies the following conditions:
for almost every y € R, x  i—* f (x ,  y) 6 S  and (2.6a)
for almost every x 6 R , y f ( x , y) 6 T. (2.6b)
Then f  6 S  ® T . Conversely, every f  € S  <g> T  satisfies conditions (2.6).
Remark. Elements of L 2{X)  are, strictly speaking, equivalence classes of
functions which agree almost everywhere on X. To make explicit the cor­
rect interpretation of this lemma, let us temporarily write {{f))L2(X) f°r the 
equivalence class in L 2{X)  containing the function / .  The desired meaning 
of (2.6a) is
for each g € ((/))L 2(R2), for almost every y e  R, ((x >-> g(x,  y)))L2(R) € S.
The rest of the statement and proof of this lemma must be similarly inter­
preted.
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Proof. Let (si)ie/ and (t j ) j£j  be orthonormal bases for S  and T  respectively.
{s, <g> tj | i € I , t  e J},
and a basis for L2(R2) =  L2(R) <g) L2(R) is
{ s i ®t j  \ i e l ' , t e  J'}.
Let K  be the index set
K  = (I'  x J') \  (I  x J ).
Suppose /  e  L2(R2) and that /  satisfies (2.6). If /  ^  5  <8> T  then there is 
a pair (io,jo) € K  such that (/, Sj0 <8> ^ 0) ^  0. W ithout loss of generality, 
suppose io € I '  \  I.  By Fubini’s theorem,
and since {Si \ i € / '  \  1} C S 1 , this is zero by hypothesis. So /  G S  <g> T  as 
desired.
Conversely, suppose f  e S  <g>T. For s e S, t € T  and (i, j ) e K ,
Since S  <S> T  is the closed linear span of such simple tensors s <8> t,
Extend them to orthonormal bases (st)t€/; and for L 2(R) where I'
and J'  are index sets containing I  and J  respectively. A basis for S  <g> T  is
/  /  f ( x , y ) s io{x)tjo( y )dxdy  
J R J R
1 ( 1  f (x , y)s io(x)dx' j  tjo(y)dy,
(s (8) t, Si <g> tj) = (s, Sj) (t , tj) =  0.
( /, Sj ® tj) =  0 for all (i, j) € K. (2.7)
For y e  R, let f y : R —► C be the function f y(x) =  / (x , y). Suppose that the 
set
N  =  {y 6  R | f v 5}
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has strictly positive measure. For each y E N,  we can find i(y) E I'  \  I  
such that (f y , St(I/)) ^  0. Since N  has positive measure and I '  is countable, 
without loss of generality we may assume that i(y) =  i for every y E N,  for 
some i E I'  \  I.  By (2.7), for any g E £ 2(R),
0 =  ( /, Si <g> g) = J (f y, S i ) g ( y ) dy.
Let g E L 2(R) be a function vanishing on a null set. By multiplying g by a 
suitable unimodular function we may ensure that (f y, S i ) g ( y )  = \(fy, S i ) g ( y ) \  
for almost every y .  Then
0 =  / ( f v,Si)g{y) dy = j  \(fy,Si)\g(y) dy > 0.
This contradiction shows that /  must satisfy (2.6a), and by symmetry it 
must also satisfy (2.6b). □
Chapter 3
The parabolic algebra
The parabolic algebra A p was introduced by Katavolos and Power in [KP97] 
as a binest algebra, the intersection of two nest algebras. In order to em­
phasise the parallels between A p and the hyperbolic algebra A h, we give a 
different proof of its reflexivity to that found in [KP97]. We will do this 
by characterising the Hilbert-Schmidt operators in A p. Although their exis­
tence is not immediately apparent, we also construct examples of non-zero 
operators in A p with non-trivial kernel.
We consider two strong operator topology continuous one-parameter 
groups { M\  | A € R} and {D^ \ fi G R} of unitary operators on L 2(R), 
where for /  € L2(R),
M \  f ( x )  = elAl/(x ) , A G R and
D^ f ( x )  = f ( x  — /x), 6 R.
We write xs  lor the indicator function of the Borel subset S of Rn . Let 
supp /  denote the essential support of the function /  : Rn —> C; that is, 
supp /  is the smallest closed subset K  of Rn such that f ( x )  = f ( x ) \ k (x ) 
for almost every x  € Rn. The existence of such a set K  follows from Exer­
24
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cise 2.11 of [Rud66]. For 1 <  p  <  oo, we write 1^(5) for the subspace of 
functions /  G Lp(Rn) with supp /  contained in S. We define two subspace 
lattices and AFa by
Mr =  {d ^l 2(r +) I m e  R} u  {(0), l 2(R)},
M  =  { M x H 2( r )  | a  e  r }  u  { (o ) ,l2(R)}-
By the Paley-Wiener theorem,
F H 2(R) = L2(R+). (3.1)
Moreover, for /  G L ^R ) f lL 2(R), by (2.4),
F M a/(x )  =  4 =  /  e'Ay/ (y)e~ixy dyv27T J r  
=  4 =  /  f ( y ) e - iv{l~k) dy
\J 17T ,/R
=  0A*V(*).
Since L X(R) fl L2(R) is dense in L2(R), we have FM a = DxF  and so
F M XF* = D X, A G R. (3.2)
Thus by (3.1),
F M xH 2( R) =  F M AF * F f /2(R) =  £>AL2(R+). (3.3)
In particular, FAfa = N v.
The lattices Afv and are totally ordered by inclusion and are closed 
under the lattice operations of taking intersections and closed linear spans. 
Such lattices are called nests, and the operator algebras that leave them 
invariant are called nest algebras. These algebras have a well-developed 
theory; see [Dav88] for a comprehensive treatm ent. Terminology from this 
theory gives rise to the name the Volterra nest for N w. We call Afa the
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analytic nest We also write A w =  Alg A/v and A & =  AlgA/k for the Volterra 
nest algebra and the analytic nest algebra respectively.
Given a set S  of bounded operators on a Hilbert space, let
w*-alg S
denote the w*-closed operator algebra generated by S\ this is the closure in 
the w*-topology of the algebra generated by S.
D efin ition  3.1. The parabolic algebra A p is the w*-closed operator algebra 
A p = w*-alg{MA, | A, n > 0}.
The Fourier binest algebra A FB is the operator algebra
w4fb =  Alg(A/"a U Mv).
Plainly ^4FB =  A& D A v.
We call A p parabolic since the generators Dp of A p are implemented 
by a parabolic action, translation, on the upper half-plane. The remaining 
generators M \ are also parabolic in the sense that the Fourier transform 
implements a unitary equivalence between M \  and D \  by (3.2).
Given g € L°°(R), let M g denote the multiplication operator
M„f(x)  =  g(x) f (x) ,  f  6 L2(R).
Then Mg is a bounded linear operator on L2(R). Moreover, A p contains 
every operator Mh for h € H°°(R) since the w*-closed linear span of the set 
{M \ | A > 0} is equal to {M/, | h 6 H°°(R)}.
A binest is the union of two nests. Since FM& = J\fv we call the binest 
U the Fourier binest and A FB the Fourier binest algebra.
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The Fourier binest jVa U Afv is not commutative. Indeed, any two of the 
subspaces
L 2{ R+), l 2{ R+)± = L 2( R_), i f 2(R), H ^ R ) 1 = lP (W j
intersect in the zero subspace by Corollary 2.6. So if /  6 L2(R) satisfies
[ff2(R)][L2(R+)]/ =  [L2(R+)][/f2(R)]/ (3.4)
then [tf2(R)][L2(R +)]/ g L 2(R+) fl H 2(R) = (0), so [£2(R +)]/ lies in the 
intersection H 2(R) fl L 2(R+) =  (0), so /  G L2(R_). By symmetry, /  must 
also lie in H 2(R), so /  G L2(R_) fl H 2(R) = (0). So (3.4) is not satisfied 
for any non-zero /  G L2(R) and so the Fourier binest is not commutative. 
Thus the Fourier binest and any lattice containing it cannot be treated using 
the powerful methods developed for commutative subspace lattices such as 
those found in [Arv74].
3.1 R eflexivity
As in [KP97], our first task is to show that A p = AFB- Our treatm ent is 
different to that in [KP97]. We first observe that the inclusion
Ap C w4fb (3-5)
is trivial since each of the generators of A p leaves each subspace in the
Fourier binest j\7a U Afv invariant. Therefore every operator in the weak
operator topology closed algebra A  generated by {M\ ,  D \  | A, \i > 0} leaves 
every subspace in the Fourier binest invariant. The w*-topology is stronger 
than the weak operator topology, so
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To show that A p =  *4FB, we will explicitly describe the sets of Hilbert- 
Schmidt operators A p fl C2 and A FB fl C2 in each algebra and show that they 
are w*-dense in A p and .4FB respectively.
Given k £ L2(R2), let ©p(fc) : R2 —► C be the function
©p(fc)(x, t) = k ( x , x  — t), x , t  £ R.
L em m a 3.2. The mapping ©p : L2(R2) —► L2(R2), k 1—> ©p(fc) is unitary.
Proof. The map ©p is plainly linear L2(R2) —> L2(R2). It is easy to see that 
the inverse mapping ©~1 is given by
Op l {j){x,y) = j { x , x - y ) ,  x , y  £ R, (3.6)
so ©p is bijective. Moreover,
l|Op(^)lli2(R2) =  f  f  \ k { x , x - t ) \ 2dxdt
*/R */R
= \k(x,y)\2 dxdy
J R J R
= II^ IIl2(r2)-
Hence the mapping ©p is a bijective isometry, so ©p is indeed unitary
L2(R2) -»• L2(R2). □
Let E q denote the countable set of points in E -  with rational real and
imaginary parts.
L em m a 3.3. For each t £ R, the countable set
At =  {bvDtbw | v, w £ Eq} 
has dense linear span in H 2 (R ).
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Proof. By Lemma 2.3, the set B  = {bvbw | v, w  G H } has dense linear span 
in H 2(R). Observe that for t G R,
D tbw(x ) = -------1 = bw+t(x), i 6 l .
x  — (w + 1)
As v —► vo in H ", the functions bv tend to bVo pointwise and so in L2(R), by 
dominated convergence with dominating function (‘2bVQ_i imVQ/ 2)2', similarly, 
b2 —* b20 in L2(R). Since (u — w)bvbw = bv — bw, it follows that At is dense
in B  and so At also has dense linear span in H 2(R). □
P ro p o s itio n  3.4. Let k € L2(R2).
(i). I f l n t k  6 A a, then 0 p(/c) E H 2(R) ® L2(R).
(ii). I f l n t k  e  A V) then S p{k) € L2(R) <g> L2(R+).
In particular,
A FBn C 2 C {Int k | ©p(fc) e H 2{R) ® L2(R+)}. (3.7)
Proof, (i). By Lemma 3.2, ©P(A:) 6 L2(R2), so t *-> ©p(fc)(x, t) G L2(R) for
almost every x  G R. Let k G L2(R2) with Int A: G A & C\C2. For every A G R,
(Int k ) M \ H 2(R) C M xH 2{R) =  ( M a ^ r ) ) 1 -
So if /  and g are functions in H 2(R), then
0 =  ((Int k ) M\ f ,  M \g)
= [  [  k{x,y)elXy f ( y ) e~tXxg(x ) dydx  
J  r  J R
= [  [  ©P(A:)(x, t )e~lXtf ( x  — t)g{x) dx dt
J r  7 r
=  [  [ Q p(k) (x , t )g(x)Dtf ( x ) d x e ~ tXtdt. (3.8)
Vr
Let : R —► C be the function
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Since Int \k\ € C2 and | / | ,  |p| 6 L2(R),
[  |$ (£ )|d£<  [  [  \Qp(k) (x , t )g(x)Dtf ( x ) \ d x d t  
J  r  Jut J  R
=  /  /  |fc(*,i/)y(z)/(y)l<*cdy
J R ./R
=  ((Int |fc|)|/|, |y|) <  oo, 
so the function $  is integrable. By (3.8),
I ${t )e~tXidt =  0 for every A in R,
J R
so 4> has zero Fourier transform. Since $  is in L l (R), it follows by Proposi­
tion 2.17 that $  =  0; that is, for almost every t ,
j 6 p(k) (x , t )g(x)Dtf ( x ) d x  = 0. (3.9)
J R
Thus for every pair ( /, g) with / ,  g £ H 2(R), there is a conull set T ( /, g) C R 
such that (3.9) holds for t £ T( f , g ) .  Let T be the set of pairs of H 2(R) 
functions
T =  {(&«,,&«) | v , w £ H£}.
The set T is countable, so
T =  f l  T( f , g )
(/.s)€ r
is conull and (3.9) holds for every t £ T  and every ( /, g) £ T. Fix t £ T\  
then
At =  {gD, f  | ( / , 9 ) 6 r}  
has dense linear span in H 2(R) by Lemma 3.3. Moreover,
I 0 p(k)(x, t)h(x) dx =  0 for every h £ A*.
J R
Thus for every t £  T,
x ~  e p(fc)(x,t) e  ( h 5(R))'l = h 2(r ).
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By Lemma 2.21 we must have 0 p(fc) € H 2(R) (g) L 2(R).
(ii). It is routine to show that the condition Int k  G A v is equivalent
bounded by the line y  =  x. Hence the essential support of 0 p(fc) must be 
contained in the upper half-plane {(x, t) | t > 0}, and Lemma 3.2 shows 
that ©p(fc) G L2(R2). Since
{ j  G L 2(R2) | supp j  C { (x ,t)  | t >  0} } =  L2(R) <8) L2(R+),
this completes the proof of (ii).
Finally, since .4FB (IC2 = (A& D C2 ) fl («4V fl C2 ), (i) and (ii) together 
establish (3.7). □
We will show that the inclusion (3.7) is in fact equality. W ith the density 
of the Hilbert-Schmidt operators in each algebra, this will suffice to show 
that A p = v4fb- We start with an approximation lemma with we will call 
upon repeatedly.
L em m a 3.5. Let {St | t € R} be a set of  contractions on L2(R) such that 
the map 1 1—► St from  R to C(H) is strong operator topology continuous and 
let G L 1(R). Let
Then is a bounded sesquilinear form  and there is a unique bounded linear 
operator T  on L2(R) such that (T f , g ) =  cr^f^g)  for every f yg £  L 2(R). 
Moreover, ||T|| < |M |Li(R).
Suppose further that has compact essential support contained in [a, 6] 
for real numbers a < b. Then
to the essential support of k  being contained in the closed lower half-plane
<fy(/>0)= [  [  <p(t)Stf ( x ) g ( x ) d x d t , f , g € L 2(R) 
J R
T  e  w*-alg{S* | t e  [a,6]}.
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Proof. The sesquilineax form is bounded, since for /  and g in L2(R), 
v<p(f’9 ) =  f  <p(t) [  S tf ( x ) g ( x ) d x d t =  [  <p(t)(Stf , g )d t ,
*/R */R »/R
SO
W M i 9 ) \  < [  I<p(t)(Stf,g)\dt  <  ||^ ||L1(R) l l / l l  \\g\l
*/ R
So cr^p defines a unique bounded linear operator T  with ||T|| <  ||v7IIz,1(R) such 
tha t <r<p(/, g) =  (Tf ,g)  for every /  and g in L2(R).
Suppose now that <p has compact essential support contained in [a, 6] for 
real numbers a < b. For integers n  and m with n > 1 and 0 < m  < n, let 
r(m , n) = a +  m(b — a )/n ,
/ • r ( m + l ,n )  1
&m,n =  I i p { s ) d s  a n d  Tn =  ^   ^ <^ m ,n 'S ,T (m ,n )•
J t (m, n) m=0
We claim that the sequence (Tn)n>i is norm-bounded and converges in the 
weak operator topology to T. Let
. . b — a
Pn(t) = a +
n
(t  — a) n
, t E [ a ,  6 )
b — a
so that pn ( t ) is the lower end of the interval [r(m, n), r(m  +  1, n)) in which 
t  lies. For /  and g  in L2(R),
71—1
((T - T n) f ,g)  = (  g { x ) (  f  ip{t)Stf ( x ) d t - y 2 a Tn<nST{rntn)f ( x ) ] d x
J  R \ J R  “ o /
/ • ____________ /•r(m +l,n )
=  /  -  ST{TTl}n)f ( x ) )  dtdx
J R m = 0 ^ T(m,n)
= [  [  SPn{t)f ( x ) )g{x )d t dx
JR ./R= f  <p(t) f  (St f {x)  -  SPn{t)f { x ) ) g (x )dxd t  
J R ./R
= f  v{t){{St f ,9)  -  (SPn{t)f , g ) )d t .
J R
For any < € R, |(St / ,g ) | < ||5t / | |  ||^|| <  | |/ | |  ||g||, and SPn(t) -+ 5 t in the 
strong operator topology (and so also in the weak operator topology) as
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n —► oo. Since (p is integrable and each St is a contraction, it follows by 
dominated convergence with dominating function 2 ||/ || ||<?||y>(£) that Tn —► T  
in the weak operator topology as n —> oo. For every n,
| | 7 n | |  <  I M I l » ( R )  <  ° ° >
so (Tn)n>i is a norm-bounded sequence.
Let *S[a>5] =  w*-alg{Sf | t G [0 , 6]}. The w*-topology and the weak 
operator topology agree on bounded sets, so Tn —> T  in the w*-topology as 
well. Since Tn is a finite sum of elements of «S[a,6]> we have Tn G «S[a,&] for 
every n. Hence T  G *S[a^]. □
Remark. Lemma 3.5 is a variant of a classical result (see Proposition 7.1.4 
of [Ped79]) which gives a correspondence between strong operator topology 
continuous unitary-valued representations of R and certain representations 
of L l (R).
The map t >—► Dt is plainly strongly continuous, so applying Lemma 3.5 
to the unitary group {Dt  | t G R} and the semigroup {Dt  | t G R+} C ,4p, 
we may define operators as follows.
P roposition  3.6. Let tp G L1(R+ ). Then the sesquilinear form
T<p(f,g)= [  f  p{t )Dtf { x ) g{ x ) dx d t , f , g e L 2(R)
J  r  J R
is bounded, and there is a unique bounded linear operator A ^ such that 
(Av f ,g)  = Tv ( f ,g)  for every f  andg in L2(R). Moreover, ||A^H < |M |l i (R). 
I f  ip has compact essential support then A^ G A p. □
P roposition  3.7. Let h G H 2(R) and p> G L 2(R+). Let h ®  <p denote the 
function  (x, t ) t—► h(x)(p(t) and let k  =  © ^ (h  <8> <p). Then Int k G A p fl C2. 
Moreover, i f  h is also in H°°(R) and (p is also in L 1(R), then Int k =  M^A^.
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Proof. By (2.5) and Lemma 3.2,
II Int fc||c2 =  ||fc||L2(R2) =  ||/l <g> ¥?||z,2(IR2) =  IH Il2(R)IMIl2(R)>
so if hn —► h in L2(R), ipn —► <p in L2(R) and fcn =  <8> <£n)> then by
Lemma 3.2 the operators Int kn converge to Int k  in Hilbert-Schmidt norm 
and so in operator norm. Since H 2(R)nH°°(R)  is dense in H 2{R) and A p is 
norm-closed, we may therefore assume that h G H 2( R ) n H oc(R). Moreover, 
we may assume that <p has compact support, since the sequence <pn =  <px[o,n] 
converges to <p in L2(R) and each <pn is compactly supported. Since the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that every compactly supported function 
in L2(R) lies in L1(R+), the function <p lies in L 1(R+).
If /  and g are in L2(R), then by (3.6) and Proposition 3.6,
( { l n t k ) f , g ) =  f  [ (©p \ h ® i p ) ) ( x , y ) f ( y ) d y g ( x ) d x  
J R J R
h(x)ip(x -  y)f{y)g(x)  dydx
= 1 1  h(x)(p(t)Dtf ( x ) g ( x ) d t dx  
J r  J R
=  {Mh&vfig)-
So Int k = MhAip- Moreover, as remarked earlier,
w*-alg{M,\ | A > 0}
contains each operator M^ for h G H°°(R), so certainly Mh € -4p. By 
Proposition 3.6, A^ G A p so we also have Int A; =  M/jA^ G A p. □
P ro p o s itio n  3.8. I f  is G H 2(R) <S> L2(R+) then In t© " 1^ )  G -4P 0 ^ 2. So
{Int A; | 0 P(A:) G t f 2(R) <S> L2(R+)} C A p n C 2.
Proof If v  is a simple tensor of the form v  =  h <g> ip for some h G H 2(R) 
and ip G L2(R+), then Proposition 3.7 shows that In t© " 1^ )  G A p fl C2 .
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Any v  G H 2(R) <g> L2(R+) may be approximated in L2(R2) by finite sums 
of the form An/i„ <g> <pn where An G C, hn G H 2(R) and </?„ € L2(R+). 
Thus by (2.5) and Lemma 3.2, Int 0 “ 1(v) may be approximated in Hilbert- 
Schmidt norm by the corresponding sums
Int ©p 1 ( X) <8> y>n) =  S  Int ® ¥>»)•
By Proposition 3.7, each summand is in Ap, the Hilbert-Schmidt norm dom­
inates the operator norm and A p is norm-closed, so In t© ” 1^ )  G A p.
Since ©p is a bijection by Lemma 3.2, the final assertion follows. □
Corollary 3.9. The parabolic and Fourier binest algebras contain the same 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Explicitly,
A p n c 2 = A fb n c 2 =  {Int k | e p(k) g h 2(r )  ® l 2{r+)}.
Proof. As seen in (3.5), the inclusion A p C AFb is clear. So by Proposi­
tion 3.4 and Proposition 3.8,
Ap f lC2 C A FB n C 2 C {Int k | ©p(fc) € H 2{R) ® L2(R+)} C A p n C2. □
P roposition  3.10. The parabolic algebra contains a bounded approximate 
identity of Hilbert-Schmidt operators. In other words, there is a norm- 
bounded sequence (An)n>i of operators in Ap fl C2 such that X n —> I  in 
the strong operator topology.
Proof. For n € N, let
7vi
hn{%) = j. Yii1 ^X[0,n_1](0 -
Then hn G H°°(R) C\H2(R) and <pn lies in L2(R+) f lL 1(R) and has compact 
support. Let kn =  0 “ 1(hn <8> <pn) and let X n = Intfc„. By Proposition 3.7, 
X n = M/lnAv?n G Ap fl C2 for every n. Moreover,
||Xn|| <  \ \ M h n \\ IIA^JI <  ||M i~ (R ) ||y>„||l i (]R) <  1,
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so (Xn)n>i is a bounded sequence in £ (L 2(R)). Since hn(x) —> 1 uniformly 
on compact subsets of the real line, M/lrl —> I  in the strong operator topology. 
If we pick a continuous compactly supported function / ,  then the integral
converges for every x  to define a continuous compactly supported func­
tion which by Proposition 3.6 coincides with A^n/ .  Now
So by dominated convergence, A^n/  —► / .  Since such functions /  are dense 
in L2(R), it follows that Av?n —» I  boundedly in the strong operator topology. 
Multiplication is jointly strong operator topology continuous on bounded 
sets of operators, so X n = Mhn Av,n —* I  in the strong operator topology as
C o ro lla ry  3.11. The Fourier binest algebra and the parabolic algebra are
Proof. Since by Corollary 3.9 the Hilbert-Schmidt operators in the Fourier 
binest algebra and the parabolic algebra coincide, the bounded approximate 
identity of Hilbert-Schmidt operators (Xn)n>i of Proposition 3.10 is com­
mon to A p and .4FB. So if T  € A p, then T  =  SOT-lim(TXn) € .Afb since 
T X n £ A pC)C2 = -4 FBnC2 and *^fb is closed in the strong operator topology. 
Thus .4fb C A p and since we already have the reverse inclusion (3.5) the 
proof is complete. □
and
where S  is the compact set
S  = {x  +  t  | x  G supp / ,  rG  [0,1]}.
well. □
equal.
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Recall that an operator algebra A  is reflexive precisely if it has the form 
A  = Lat C for some subspace lattice C. In particular, >4FB is reflexive so we 
have also proven:
T h e o rem  3.12. The parabolic algebra is reflexive. □
We will henceforth write A p in preference to «4FB.
3.2 N on-injective operators in A p
We end this chapter with some examples of operators in A p with non-trivial 
kernel. Our motivation lies in the algebraic question of whether or not A p is 
an integral domain; that is, whether S T  = 0 with S  and T  in A p necessarily 
implies that S  = 0 or T  =  0.
C o n je c tu re  3.13. The parabolic algebra A p is an integral domain.
An easy sufficient condition for an operator algebra A  to be an integral 
domain is for every non-zero operator in A  to have trivial kernel. Finite rank 
operators are plentiful in nest algebras and they are clearly not injective, 
but as observed in [KP97], the parabolic algebra contains no finite-rank op­
erators. Nevertheless, the following constructions show that A p does indeed 
contain non-injective operators, and we must look elsewhere to resolve the 
conjecture.
P ro p o s itio n  3.14. There is a non-zero operator T  E A p and a non-zero 
function f  E H 2(R) such that T f  = 0.
Proof. Let T be the circle
T =  { z E < C | | z | =  1}
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and let g be the piecewise constant function T —► C given by
For z in the open unit disk D, let \g] be the function
. . . .  f  eld +  z , * . i0 \ i d@\g](z) = e x p f - sr— z \og\9 (e ) \ ~ .
Since log |<?| E L ^T ), by Theorem 2.5 there is no problem making this 
definition, and [g] is an outer function in H°°(D). Moreover, |[p]| =  |^| 
almost everywhere on T.
We now transfer this function to the upper half-plane. Let
h = ^  ( 7 + 7 )  ’ Imz > °-
By Theorem 2.4, the boundary value function of h, which we also call h ,  lies 
in H°°(R). Observe that
IM^)l =  { y 2 x < 0 '1 3/2 x > 0 .
Define /  E L2(R) as follows. For x  E [0,1), set f ( x )  = 1 and for 
n  E N =  { 1 ,2 ,3 ,...} , let
n n—1
f { x  +  n )  =  Y [ h ( x  +  j ) ~ \  f ( x  -  n )  =  h ( x  -  j ) ,  i E [ 0 , l ) .
j = 1 3 = 0
Then /  E L2(R), since
[ \ f ( x ) \ 2 d x = l  +  Y ^  [  I f ( x  +  n ) \ 2 d x  +  ^ 2  [  \ f { x - n ) \ 2 d x
R nGN ^0 nGN
=  1 +  £ ( 2 / 3 ) 2" + £ ( l / 2 ) 2(n- 1) < 00.
nGN n€N
Since h  E H °°(R), the operator T  =  Mh — D\ E A p. Moreover, the
definition of the non-zero function /  ensures that it is in kerT. For if
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x  G [0,1) and n  G N, then
T f ( x ) =  h(x) f (x )  — f ( x  — 1) =  h(x) . l  — h(x) =  0;
T f ( x  +  n) = h(x  +  n ) f ( x  +  n) — /(re +  n — 1)
n n —1
=  h(x +  n) h(x +  j ) -1 — h(x  +  j ) ~ l =  0; and 
j =i j= i
T /(rr — n) = h(x — n ) f ( x  — n) — f ( x  — (n +  1))
n —1 n
=  h(x -  n) h(x  -  j )  -  J J  K x -  j )  = 0- 
j =o j=0
So Mh — D\ does indeed have non-trivial kernel. □
For every invariant subspace K  G £ FB> consider the set
A P\K = { S \ K  | 5  G ^ p}
of operators in A p restricted to K.  This is an operator algebra and it is of 
interest to exhibit non-injective operators in these algebras.
P ro p o s itio n  3.15. For each non-trivial subspace K  in UAfv there is a
non-zero operator T  G A p fl C2 and, a non-zero function f  G K  such that
T f  = 0.
Proof. We first treat the case K  = L2(R+). Let x  '• R C be the indicator 
function of the unit interval [0,1] and let
hi(x)  =  (x +  i )~2, h2 (x) = - x h i ( x ) / 2 ,
(pi{x) = xx(x) ,  V2 = X and f  = X-
Then h i ,/ i2 € H 2(R) and / ,  < i^,</?2 € L2(R+). Let j  : R2 —► C be the 
function
j  =  hi <S> ip\ +  /12 <8> 1P2
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and let fc =  0 p 1^ ) .  By Corollary 3.9, Int A: 6 A p C\C2.
Let T  =  Int fc; we claim that T f  = 0. Let
I (x)  = [0,1] fl [x -  1, x] = {y e  [0,1] I X  -  y e  [0,1]}
[o, x] xe[o,i],
=  [ x -  1,1] x e  [1,2],
0 x  < 0 or x > 2.
Then
T f ( x ) =  f  k(x , y ) x{y)dy  
JR.
= /  k(x,  y) dy
J[  0,1]
= hi(x)<pi{x -  y) + h2(x)<p2(x ~  y) dy
J[ 0,1]
= (x + i )~2 ( x -  y)x{x - y ) ~  x x ( x  -  y) /2 dy
J[  0 , 1]
= ±{x + i)~2 {x -  2y) x ( x  -  y) dy
J  f o . i l
=  ±(x +  i) 2 f  x - 2 y d y  
Jl (x)
= \(x + i)~2[y(x-y)\aniy
Hence
\ {x  + i) 2[ y { x - y ) \ l  = 0 x 6 [0,1],
T f ( x ) =  { i ( x  +  i ) ~ 2 i y ( x  1 =  0 are [1,2], (3.10)
x  < 0 or x > 2.
If K  is any nontrivial subspace in Mv then K  = DfJtL 2{R+) for some 
p e  R, and ( D p T D - ^ D ^ f  =  D ^ T f  =  0. Since DM leaves A/”a UA/’v invariant 
and A p = Alg (A/a U Mv), the operator D^TD-p, lies in A p f)C2 and plainly 
Dp,f is a non-zero function in K .
For the case K  =  H 2(R), consider the algebra
A  =  Alg(M, U t f t )  = Alg F ( K  UK )  = FApF ' .
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A parallel argument to tha t of §3.1 shows that
A  n  C2 = {Int k | 0 P(k) G t f^ R )  <S> L 2{R+)}.
Let
h \(x ) =  (x — i)~2, h2 (x) = —xhi(x) /2,
<pi(x) = xx(x) ,  <P2 =  X  and f  =  X- 
Then h \ ,h 2 6 H 2(R) and / ,  € L2(R+). Let j  : R2 —► C be the
function
j  = hi ® (pi +  h2 ® <f2, 
let k = ©p l (j) and let T  = Int k ^  0. Then T  G A  fl C2 and
T f i x) = \ ( x -  i)~2[yix ~ y)]di(x) =  0
just as in (3.10). Let T  be the non-zero operator T  = F *TF  E A p D C2 and 
/  =  F*f .  Then T f  = F * T f  = 0 and /  is a non-zero function in H 2(R).
Finally, if K  is any nontrivial subspace in then K  =  M \H 2(R) for 
some A G R and M \A pM - \  C A p. Since { M \ T M - \ ) { M \ f )  =  M \ T f  = 0,
we see that M \ f  G K  is non-zero and lies in the kernel of the operator




In [KP97], the invariant subspace lattice of the parabolic algebra was shown 
to be a union of nests, any pair of which have trivial intersection. We 
can extend L at.4p in a natural way to give a larger union of nests, the 
Fourier-Plancherel sphere. Since the parabolic algebra is a binest algebra, 
it is natural to ask which operator algebras leave other binests invariant. In 
this chapter we answer this question for all binests taken from the Fourier- 
Plancherel sphere. We show that in the non-degenerate cases, the algebra of 
operators leaving such a binest invariant is unitarily equivalent to ^4p. We 
also tackle the related problem of finding the unitary automorphism group 
of the Fourier-Plancherel sphere, and show that this group is isomorphic to 
a semidirect product of R2 and
4.1 Other binest algebras
We begin with some facts proven in Theorems 3.2 and 4.6 of [KP97].
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T heorem  4.1. Let CFB = Lat«4p be the reflexive closure of the Fourier 
binest U ffv . Then
(i). £ FB decomposes as the union of nests
£ fb  =  ATaUA/’v U  I K  
s> 0
where N s is the nest and <j>s(x) = e~t3X212. Any pair of distinct
nests in this union intersect in {(0),L2(R)} only.
(ii). The supremum and infimum of any two proper subspaces in distinct 
nests contained in CFB are L 2(R) and the zero subspace respectively.
(in). £ FB is a reflexive subspace lattice.
(iv). I f  we view CFB as a set of projections with the strong operator topology, 
then CFB is homeomorphic to the closed unit disk. In particular, it is 
compact. The topological boundary of CFB is the Fourier binest AfaUAfv . 
Moreover, the map rj : [0,1] —► £ FB,
J[0-Loglt f 2(R)] t 6 (0 ,1 ],
v W  \ [ l 2(R+)] t = 0
is a homeomorphism onto its range.
We remark only that the identification of £ FB uses the Beurling-Lax 
theorem and a cocycle argument; the topological assertions follow through 
careful examination of various strong operator topology limits. Figure 4.1 
illustrates the identification of £ FB with a closed disk.
For S  an invertible operator in £ (L 2(R)), let us define the mapping 
A d5  : £ (L 2(R)) -  £ (L 2(R)) by
(A dS )T  = S T S -1 , T  G £ (L 2(R)).




Figure 4.1: The lattice £ FB. The parameters A and p  corresponding to the 
marked subspaces are both positive.
If U is unitary, then Ad U is an automorphism of C{L2{K)). Moreover, it is 
easy to see that for any subspace lattice £  and any operator algebra A ,
(Ad JJ) Alg £  = A\g(U£) and (4.1)
U Lat A  = Lat ((Ad U ) A ) . (4.2)
We now show how £ FB is embedded in a larger subspace lattice which 
was introduced in [KP02] as the Fourier-Plancherel sphere £ FB.
One way in which £ FB arises is by considering some “companion algebras” 
obtained from A p by a change of coordinates. Given a set £  of subspaces, 
let £-*- =  {K ± | K  € £}. Since A p = Alg(A/’a UA/’v), it is natural to examine 
the algebras
A i  =  Alg(A/'v U A/^), A 2 = Alg(A/aJ- U A/^), -43 =  Alg(A/’v± UMa).
We also write Ao =  A p. By (3.3), the Fourier transform F  maps
A/k '—► A/V i—► N a i-> A4, (4.3)
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so
^ j =  Alg(^(Ara UAfy)), j  =  0 ,1 ,2 ,3 .
By (4.1),
A ,  =  F>APF~’ , j  = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3
and by (4.2),
Cj =  Lat A j  = F^ Lat A p, j  =  0 ,1 ,2 ,3 .
We now define the Fourier-Plancherel sphere £ FB by
3 3
CfB =  \ J C j  =  (J FJ Lat ,4P.
j=0 j=0
The next result is stated in [KP02].
P ro p o s itio n  4.2. With the strong operator topology, the Fourier-Plancherel 
sphere is homeomorphic to a sphere in R3. Moreover, the Fourier transform 
acts on £ FB in the following manner. For s > 0 and A 6 K,
M XM ^ ,H 2(R) ^  M . XM V,H 2(K)
-> M x/ sM v_u ,H 2(R) ~  M xM v, H 2(R),
and for  A G R,
M xH 2{R) ~  £>aL2(R+) ~  M . xH 2{R) ~  £>_a£ j (R -) ■-> M XH 2(R). 
77ms A/^ =  F 2MV and M ^  =  F 2A/’S for s G R, and
c FB =  jv„ u jv ;1 u  |J(./v5 u  m ^).  (4.4)
sG R
Finally, for s > 0, the Fourier transform F  acts on the nests Ms as follows:
M s ^  M ± 1/a ^  M f -  A / L i /a  ^
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L 2{ R)
(0)
Figure 4.2: The lattice £ FB
Proof. Since F  and F * are certainly continuous in the strong operator topol­
ogy, F  restricts to give homeomorphisms
To •—* C\ i—► £,2 1—* £3 1—► To
so these lattices are all homeomorphic to a closed disk by Theorem 4.1(iv). 
From (4.3) it follows that Tj  and FTj  have one boundary nest in common 
and that the union £ FB has the topology of a sphere in R3.
The remaining assertions follow rapidly from a routine calculation us­
ing (3.2) and Lemma 4.2 of [KP97], which states that for s > 0,
FM fcf f ! (R) = % 1/ 1ff5(R) and FAf*_./f2(R) =  □
Remark. From (4.3) and Proposition 4.2, we see that F  acts as a rotation 
on the set of nests in £ FB.
We now identify all binest algebras obtained from binests in the lat­
tice £ fb. We say that a binest which is the union of two distinct nests 
and is degenerate if =  (A^^1^ )"1, and that it is non-degenerate
otherwise.
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Lem m a 4.3. Suppose that A  G C(L2(R)) commutes with every projec­
tion [L2([fi, oo))] for p  G R. Then A  commutes with M g for g G L°°(R).
Proof. Recall that the Banach space dual of L1(R) is L°°(R), where we 
identify g G L°°(R) with the functional ipg G (L1(R))*,
^ g ( f )  = (  f ( x )9(x) dx, f  G L 1(R).
J R
We claim that the weak operator topology on {M g \ g G L°°(R)} coincides 
with the weak-star topology on L°°(R) with respect to this duality, where 
we identify g G L°°(R) with Mg. For a net ga in L°°(R) converges weak-star 
to g G L°°(R) if and only if
iPgAf) -»■ ^gU )  ^  every /  G L l {R). (4.5)
Since
i 1(R) =  {A /2 l / l . / 2 € i 2(R)}, 
condition (4.5) is equivalent to
< W i , / 2) -  <9 / i . / 2> for / i , / 2  6  I 2(R),
that is, the convergence of the net M 9q to Mg in the weak operator topology.
Let S  be the linear span of the functions X[/x,oo) for /z G R. Since 5  is a
convex linear manifold, by the bipolar theorem (Corollary V.1.9 of [Con85]),
the weak-star closure of S  is the set
{A 6 L°°(R) I ( /  € L \ R) and </.„(/) =  0 for g € 5 ) =!> M f )  = 0}-
If /  € /.'(R ) and V'g(Z) =  0 for g 6 S, then in particular,
f ( x ) d x  = 0 for any bounded interval I  C R .
By the Lebesgue differentiation theorem (Corollary 3.14 of [SW71]), the 
function /  is almost everywhere zero, so the weak-star closure of S  is all
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of L°°(]R). Since [L2([p, oo))] =  MX[#ioo) for p  G R, this shows that the 
linear span of the set {[L2([/i, oo))] | p  G R} is weak operator topology 
dense in { M g \ g G L°°(R)}.
Suppose that A  commutes with [L2 ([11,00))] =  MX[>ioo) for fi G R. Then 
A  commutes with M f  for /  G S. Let ga be a net in S  converging in the weak- 
star topology to g G L°°(R). By Proposition 2.20(h), the net A M 9a =  M 9aA 
converges in the weak operator topology to A M g =  M gA. Thus A  commutes 
with M g for g G L°°(R). □
T heorem  4.4. Let A f ^  andA f^  be distinct nests in CFB. Then the inter­
section of A f ^  and A f ^  is trivial. I f  the binest A f ^  L )A f^  is degenerate, 
then A \g (A f^  UA/’^ 2^ ) is unitarily equivalent to
A 00 = { Mg \ g e  L°°(R)};
in particular, Alg(Afv U Af^~) = Aoo• I f  the binest A U A is non­
degenerate then A lg(A /^ UAf ^ )  is unitarily equivalent to A p .
Proof. We first show that Alg(Afw UA/’vi ) =  Aoo■ If A G Alg(A/’v UA/’vi ), 
then A  commutes with each of the orthogonal projections [L2([/i, 00))] for 
p  G R, so by Lemma 4.3, A  commutes with M g for g G L°°(R). So A  G 
but by Lemma XI.3 of [Lan85], A ^  =  Aoo- Hence Alg(A/’v UA /^) C Aoo- 
The inclusion Aoo Q Alg(Afv U Afj-) is trivial, so we have equality. Plainly, 
Afv nAfv± = m , L 2(R)}.
For any s G R, since A/o =  Af& and M ^Aft  = Af3+t,
Alg (Ms U N t )  =  Alg(M,,(A/k U A ^ ))  =  Alg (M + .F (K  U
so Alg(A/*3 U A/^) =  K A (M ^ F )A 00 and
=  m *mf ( Afv n aC) = {(0), l 2( r)}.
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The non-degenerate cases run as follows. Let s and t be real numbers 
with s > t. Then
Alg (JVV UK )  =  Alg { M f ' i K  U A/-.) )  =  A d(M ^)A P;
Alg (N y U N j- )  = Alg (A^„(A/'v U A/"x ))
=  A lg(M ^F(JV a UJVv))
=  A d(A f^F)A p;
Alg (A/-,  UA/j) =  Alg U AQ )
=  Alg U Afv))
=  A lg(M ^F *(A ff1/(s_1)UAA,))
=  A<i(M4ltF 'M <t,_I!ti_ljF )A p;
Alg (Afx UA/-,1 ) =  Alg (F 2( K  UATt))
= A d(F2M ^F*M *_1/(j_t)F)Ap 
=  Ad (M * F M * .1/(,_0 F M P;
Alg (A/i U A^1 ) =  Alg (M„,,(A/k U A / j i j )
=  A lg(M ^F*(A C uF7V ,'i5))
=  A lg (M ^ F * (A C u A ^ 1/(1_s)))
= A d(M ^F<A/<t. 1/(t. , )F)Ap;
Alg (Afx U Mt) =  Alg (F 2( K  U A4x ))
=  A d(F2M *.F*M (t. 1/(l_.)F)Ap 
=  Ad(A/*.FA/^_1/(, . , )F )A p;
Alg (A/"x U AT,) =  Alg (F 2(ATV U A^x )) =  A d(F2M<,,F)Ap 
=  A d (M ^ F “)Ap;
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Alg (Atf - Ujv;1 ) =  Alg (F 2 (A/"¥ U AQ) =  Ad(F 2 M*,)Ap.
Finally, to show that AA1) fl AA2) is trivial when AA1) ^  (^ V"^ 2) )-*-, it 
suffices to show that A/  ^fl A/’s is trivial for s € R, since the calculations above 
are easily adapted to show that there is a unitary mapping fl onto 
Afv flA/j. However, every function in a proper subspace in Mw has proper 
support and every non-zero function in a proper subspace in A/’s has full 
support, so their intersection is indeed trivial. □
Remark. The reflexive closures
Lat Alg(A/'(1) UAf(2))
of binests which are contained in £ FB can be computed from Theorem 4.1(i), 
equation (4.2) and the proof of Theorem 4.4. Since the degenerate binests are 
commutative subspace lattices, they are reflexive as shown in [Arv74], §1.6. 
The reflexive closures of the non-degenerate lattices may be described as 
follows. Let B  be a bijection from the set of nests in £ FB onto the circle T 
such that
(i). the maps s ► B{M3) and s ■-» B{M^~) are continuous R —► T;
(ii). B (M l ) = —B{M)  for every nest Af  C £ FB;
(iii). B{A/'s) —► H(A/'V) and B (A /ls) -+ B{AfJ-) as s —► -(-oo.
Then any non-degenerate binest U is of the form
B - \ e ie) \ J B - \ e ^ )
for some real numbers 0 and with 0 < 0 — ip < n. Performing the 
computations described above reveals the reflexive closure of this binest to 
be
LatAlg(B-1(eie)U B -1(eiv')) = {B‘ V 7) | 7  6 tyA)-
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4.2 U nitary autom orphism  groups
We define the unitary automorphism group U(CFB) of £ FB as
h({CFB) =  {U € £ (L 2(R)) | U is unitary and UCFB =  £ FB}. 
Since A p is reflexive, if U E U(CFB) then by (4.1),
(Ad U )AP = (AdC/) A lg£FB =  Alg {UCFB) = Alg £ FB =  A p. 
Conversely, if U is unitary and (Ad U )AP = A p then by (4.2),
Thus U{CFB) has an alternative description as
(A(£ fb) =  {U e  £ (L 2(R)) | U is unitary and (A dU )AP = -4P}. (4.6)
In [KP97], U(CFB) is identified by finding the group isomorphism p be­
tween the matrix group
where M a =  Ad(M \),  =  Ad(D/i), V t =  Ad(Vi) and Vt is the unitary
operator on L2(R) given by
UCfb =  Lat ((Ad U )AP) =  £ FB.
m(A, //, t) =
and the group
Ad (U{AP)) = { A d U \ U e  U{CFB)}
given by
p : m(A, /*, t) »-» MaD^V*
V,J(x) =  e‘/2/(e 'x ) , /  6 £ 2(R), i e  R.
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We call Vt a dilation operator. For any pair U\, U2  of unitary operators, 
AdC/i =  Ad U2 if and only if U*U2 lies in the centre of £ (L 2(R)), or equiv­
alently U\ — el^U 2 for some $  £ R. Hence we have the following generator 
description of U(CFB):
U(CrB) = (M \, Dp, Vt, e'^I | € R>. (4.7)
We define the unitary automorphism group of £ FB by
U{CFB) =  {U £ £ (L 2(R)) | U is unitary and UCFB = £ FB}.
We seek generators for this group and show how U(CFB) sits inside it.
L em m a 4.5. Fort £ R, the dilation operator Vt lies in the operator algebra 
generated by {M ^, F, e '^ I  | s, ip £ R}. In fact,
V, =  e~int4M<p_ exp(() cxp(_t) exp(() F*
Proof. Let us write Sg for the operation of convolution with a function 
g £ L°°(R), defined on the Schwartz space «S(R); that is,
Sgf ( x ) = f  g ( x -  t ) f ( t )  dt, f  £ «S(R), x  £ R.
J R
For Q a non-negative complex number, let denote the square root of Q 
with non-negative real part. For b £ R \  {0}, let hf, and hb be the bounded 
functions
hb  =  027r6? ^6 =  ^ ^ i / 2  h —l/b-
Let F  be the alternate Fourier transform defined on 5(R ) by
F f (x )  = f  f ( y ) e - 2™ ’> dy, f  e  S ( R), x 6 R.
J  R
Observe that F  =  Viog27r-f1|«5(R). In §XI.l of [Lan85] it is shown that
F S hb = M h F, b 6 R \  {0}. (4.8)
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Now
/i_i/6(x/2tt) =  (t>-i/2lrb(x),
so
V _ l o g  2 7 1 -A f^ V io g  2 tt =  ^ ^ i / 2 ^ - i / 2 w b -
So (4.8) gives
S*-f = ( i 8 / L ) W F ' M *-' ' ‘F f ’ /e5(R )’ S6R\ W-  <4-9)
Observe that for x, s, £ 6 R,
0 s ( x  -  t )  =  e tsxt(f)s{x)(j)s ( t ) .
Hence for s, x G R and /  G S(R),
S<t>sf(x ) =  f  4>a( x - t ) f ( t ) d t
J R
=  0a(x) f  elsxi(f)s{ t) f ( t )d t  
J R
=  (2n)1^ 2(j)s(x)(F* M (f>sf)(sx ) .  (4.10)
When s > 0, this yields
S 4 ,J  = (2n /s )1' 2M t,V logsF 'M 4, J ,  f  € 5(R). (4.11)
Since <S(R) has dense linear span in L2(R), equations (4.9) and (4.11) imply
that
e - ^ F ' M ^ F  =  g > 0;
SO
M o g ,  =  *  >  0 .
Let i? =  F 2 be the operator R f (x )  =  f ( —x). Then R  commutes with Vt for 
t G R, and since <f>a is even, R  also commutes with M ^  for each t G R. In 
particular, for any a  G R,
F*M(f><rF* = F*M<p<7R F  = F ' R M ^ F  = F M ^ F .  (4.12)
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Thus
Viogs =  s > 0. (4.13)
For s < 0 and /  6 <S(R), (4.10) yields
s*.f = (2Ir/(-s))VX.Viog(-s)™^/.
Thus by (4.9),
Vlogi_s) -  ei*/*M +_.F 'M t_l/MFM +_'F '
= ei*/4M t_ ,F M 4,_U'F M t_ ,F ,  s <  0. (4.14)
Setting t = log s in (4.13) and t = log(—s) in (4.14) completes the proof. □
L em m a 4.6. (i). Let m  denote Lebesgue measure on the interval [0,1] and 
let M  be the nest of subspaces of L 2([0,1]) given by
A f = { L 2( [0 ,t] ) |1 6 [0 ,l]} .
I f  U is a unitary operator on L2([0,1]) and U N  =  N , then there is a uni- 
modular function <p 6 L°°([0,1]) and an almost everywhere differentiable 
order-preserving bijection g : [0,1] —> [0,1] such that the operator Cg defined 
by
Cg!(x) =  (ff'(*))1/2( /  O g)(x), f  6 I 2([0,1]), x € [0,1] (4.15)
is unitary on L2([0,1]) and U = M^Cg.
(ii). Let U be a unitary operator on L 2(K) satisfying U NV = N v . Then 
there is a unimodular function <p G L°°(R) and an almost everywhere dif­
ferentiable order-preserving bijection g : R —► R such that the operator Cg 
defined by
C9f ( x )  = (g '(x))l/2( f ° g ) ( x ) ,  f e L 2( R ) , x e R  (4.16) 
is unitary on L2(R) and U =  M ^Cg.
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Proof, (i). For t G [0,1], let Pt be the projection Pt =  [L2([0, t})] and let 
h(t) be the unique element of [0,1] satisfying (Ad U)Pt = Ph(t)- Then the 
function h : [0,1] —► [0,1] is 1-1 and strictly increasing. Let 1 denote 
the constant function on [0,1] taking the value 1 and let g =  h~l . Then 
Pg(t) = (A dU*)Pt for t G [0,1], so
g(t) = (Pg{t)l , l )  = {P tU l.U l)  = f \ U l ( x ) \ 2dm(x), (€ [0 ,1 ] , (4.17)
Jo
Consider the measure m  o g defined by (m o g)(E) = m(g(E))  for E  a 
measurable subset of [0,1]. By (4.17), when E  is an interval,
( m o g ) ( E ) =  (  \U l(x)\2 dm{x) (4-18)
J e
It follows that (4.18) holds for each measurable subset E  C [0,1]. Hence 
m  o g <c m  and by the Lebesgue differentiation theorem (in the form of 
Theorem 8.17 of [Rud66]), g is differentiable almost everywhere with
gt, \ _  ° 9) ^  for almost every x  6 [0,1].
am
For /  € L2([0,1]),
WCgfW2 = JQ l ( / ° g ) ( ^ ) | 2 - (s)dm (s) =  \ f (x ) \2 dm(x) = | | / | |2,
so Cg is an isometry in £ (L 2([0,1])). By symmetry, h is also differentiable al­
most everywhere and we may define an isometry Ch € £ (L 2([0,1])) by (4.15) 
with h in place of g. By the chain rule,
g'(h(x)) h'(x) =  1 for almost every x  € [0,1].
It follows that Ch =  C g 1 and (Ad Cg)Pt =  Ph(t)- Hence Cg is unitary.
Let V  be the unitary operator V  = U C*. Since
(Ad V)Pt = (Ad U )(AdC h)Pt = (Ad U)Pg{t) = Pu
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the operator V  reduces each subspace in A/", and so V  lies in Alg(A/r UAr'L). 
Theorem 4.4 shows tha t A lg ^ v  U A/^) =  {M f \ f  € L°°(R)}, and an 
identical argument shows tha t Alg(A/* U M 1 ) =  {M\p \ ip € L°°([0,1])}. 
Since V  is unitary, V  =  M<p for </? a unimodular function in L°°([0,1]).
(ii). Let Z  : L2(R) —> L2([0,1]) be an operator of the form
Z f ( x )  = \a'(x)\l/2f (a (x ) ) ,  f  e  L2(R), x  € [0,1]
where a  : (0,1) —► R is a smooth order-reversing bijection. It is easily verified 
tha t Z  is a unitary map of L2(R) onto L2([0,1]) and that [ZNV\ =  [A/]. 
Hence ZJJZ~l satisfies the hypotheses of part (i), so
U =  ( Z - 'M fZ H Z - 'C g Z )
where tp is a unimodular function in L°°([0,1]) and g : [0,1] —» [0,1] is an 
almost everywhere differentiable order-preserving bijection which defines a 
unitary operator Cg e  £ (L 2([0,1])) of the form (4.15). It is simple to see 
that
Z ~ l M<pZ = M ^oa- 1;
plainly </? =  </?oa-1 is a unimodular function in L°°(R). Moreover, the func­
tion g  =  a  o  g  o  a ~ l  is an almost everywhere differentiable order-preserving 
bijection R —► R and the unitary operator Z ~ l CgZ is equal to the opera­
tor Cg defined by (4.16), so U = M^Cg. □
Remark. Another proof of Lemma 4.6 may be obtained from Proposition 3 
of [AK95].
T h e o rem  4.7. The unitary automorphism group of CFB is 
U(CTb) =  F, e**I \ s, A, 4, € R).
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Proof. Let G&, Gv and Gs denote the “great circles”
Gs. =  K  UjV^, Gv =  K  UA/^, Gs =  K  U A/;-1 for s 6 R.
Let U be a unitary automorphism of £ FB. If UG& =  Gv, then FU  fixes Gs.', 
if UQ& =  Gs for some s € R, then M$_aU fixes G&- So we may assume that
UG& =  Ga-
If UGv 7^  Gv, then UGv =  Gs for some s ^  0 . If s >  0 then by Propo­
sition 4.2, FQS =  G-i/s FG& =  Gv, so the operator U' =  F*M<f>1/aFU  
satisfies U'Gs. =  Gs. and U'Gv — Gv So we may assume that UGv =  Gv and
UGa =  Ga.
We now have four cases to consider:
1. U K  = K ,  U K  = K ;  2. UA/”a =  A U K  = A/^;
3. U K  =  K t ,  U K  =  K ;  4. U K  =  K ,  U K  =  K L-
Substituting the operator F 2U in place of U interchanges cases 1 and 2 and 
also interchanges cases 3 and 4, so it is sufficient to consider cases 1 and 3 
only.
Suppose tha t case 3 holds, so that U K  =  A/*i and U K  =  K -  We 
claim that UK\ =  A /i, for some s >  0 . To see this, let 91 be the set
<rt =  {jVv,K 1 ) U { K ,  K 1 - 1 s € R}.
Observe that every element of 91 is a nest contained in £ FB; by (4.4), £ FB 
is the union of all nests in 91. Since U is unitary, it is invertible and order- 
preserving. So U maps nests onto nests and induces a bijection of 01 by 
U : K ~  U K .
Let T  be the “equator” of £ FB,
r  =  {L2(R+),£.2(R-)} U {M ^,/f2(R), M ^ W iI )  I s 6 R}.
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The set T  contains exactly one subspace from each nest in 9t, so the action 
U : T  —► UT, K  i—► U K  of U on T  determines the action of U on 9L 
Moreover, U is a homeomorphism between T  and U T  considered as sets of 
projections with the strong operator topology, and T  is itself homeomorphic 
to the circle T by Theorem 4.1(iv) and Proposition 4.2. Let us give the 
topology induced by the topology on T . Then the bijective action of U on 
91 is a homeomorphism.
It follows that the set
K ,V v ]  =  U - ^ u V v
s>0
must be mapped by U onto one of the sets
[A/'a-L,A/'v] = | J  Mg u My u  (J  Ms u My,
s > 0  s G R
or
[A/’vjA/^] = Mv u \ j M f .
s<  0
If U[M&, A/’y] =  [A/’a^ ,A rv] then there is some s > 0 such that UMS = M^~. 
Since U My =  My and U is unitary,
My = {U*MV)L = U*Mj~ = A/ .^
However, Mj~ C\M3 =  {(0), L2(R)} since every function in a proper subspace 
in A h a s  proper support whereas every function /  in a proper subspace 
in Ms has supp /  =  R by Corollary 2.6. This contradiction shows that 
U[M&,My\ cannot be equal to [A/^, A/v]-
Hence U[M&,My\ = [My,M^-] and so UM\ =  M±a for some s > 0. Since 
UMV =  Mv, by Lemma 4.6 there exist a unimodular function p  G L°°(R) 
and an order-preserving almost everywhere differentiable bijection g : R —► R 
such that U = M^Cg where Cg is defined by (4.16). Thus
U M ^ H 2( R) =  MvCgM ^ H 2(R) =  M +_,M jP (K)
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for some A G R. Moreover, UM& =  A/j^, so U H 2(R) =  M txH 2{R) for some 
/i G R. Since CgM f = M fogCg for /  G L°°(R),
M ^ ogM v C9H 2(K) =  M ^ cgM p W (W j =
Taking orthogonal complements, we see that
= H 2( R). (4.19)
Let u  : R —► C be the unimodular function
u(x) =  (f>s(x)e~lXx((f>i o g)(x)ely,x, i G R .
Then u is unimodular, and rewriting (4.19) we obtain
uH 2( R) =  H 2(R).
By Corollary 2.19,
u(x ) =  exp i[—(g(x)2 -f sx 2) / 2 +  (// — A)x]
must be an almost everywhere constant function of x. But g(x) —► oo as 
x —> oo, so this is impossible.
So we are reduced to case 1: U fixes both the analytic nest and the 
Volterra nest. So
(A d t/)^ p  =  (Ad£/) Alg(Afa u V v) =  Alg(t/(A/k U JVv))
=  AlgtVaUVv) =  Ap\ 
so U € U(CrB) by (4.6). Thus by (4.7),
U e ( M x, Dp, V„ e**I | R).
Applying (3.2) and Lemma 4.5 now shows that
« ( £ „ )  C | 6 R).
The reverse inclusion is clear, so the proof is complete. □
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We now consider a m atrix representation of the group 
Ad ( W ( & b ) )  =  {Ad(U) | U € U{CFB)}.
Since Ad(e*^7) =  A d /, considering this rather than dealing directly with 
U(CFB) affords a slight simplification.
We write M <f)a and F  for Ad(M^,3) and Ad(F) respectively. By Theo­
rem 4.7,
Ad (U(£n )) =  | « , Ae R > .
Given a subset S  of a group, let W(«S) be a finite word in the elements of 
S; that is,
W (5) 6 {S 1S 2 . . .S n  | n = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ,  Si e  S  for i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  n}.
The relations
M aF  =  F D _ A, D ^F =  F M m, M AD /i =  D mM a,
M aM ,. =  (4.20)
=  ^^A+/ij D aD/j =  D a+/i?
are easily verified, and using them we can put any element of Ad (U(C fb)) 
into the form
W ({F ,M 0a \ s e R } ) M x'Dll. (4.21)
Recall that 5L2(R) is the Lie group of 2 x 2 matrices with real entries 
and determinant -hi. The following theorem is proven in §XI.2 of [Lan85].
T h e o rem  4.8. The group SLziR) is isomorphic to the quotient Q of the
free group T with generators
{u{b), w \ b e R }
by the relations
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(i). u is an additive homomorphism;
(ii). i f v (a ) =  wu(a~l )wu(a)wu(a~l ) for each non-zero real number a, then 
v is a multiplicative homomorphism;
(Hi), w2 =  i}(—1);
(iv). v(a)u(b)v(a~1) =  u(ba2).
Let xp : r  —► Q be the quotient map of V onto Q and let u(b) =  xp(u(b)), 
v(a) =  xp(v(a)) and w =  xp(w). I f  l is the mapping
o(u(b)) =  ^  (j, i(w) =  ,
then l extends to an isomorphism i : Q —> SZ/2QR) and L(y(a)) =  (g a-i )• 
Let us identify Q and using i. Then every element of SZ/2(M) is
uniquely expressible in one of the two forms
u(a)v(b) or u(a)v(b)wu(c)
for real numbers a, 6, c G R with 6 ^ 0 .
Remark. The decomposition described in Theorem 4.8 is called the Bruhat 
decomposition. In practice, it easy to determine which of the two factorisa­
tions a given matrix in SL2 (R) has, since the matrices of the form
i(u(a)v(b)) =  (q  b- i )  =  ( 0  6- 1 )
are precisely those matrices in S lv iR )  with a zero in the bottom  left-hand 
corner.
P ro p o s itio n  4.9. Let G be the group
G = ( F ,M * ,  | « € R ) .
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Then the mapping n  o n { ( i )1 o ) , ( o f )  I s £ given by
7r =  F ,  7T
1 s 
0 1
extends to an isomorphism between SLzfR) and G.
Proof. Let w =  F  and u(b) =  for b £ R. We claim that u(b) and 
w satisfy relations (i)-(iv) of Theorem 4.8, so that G is isomorphic to a 
quotient of SIqiR)-
Since =  (f>s+t for s, t £ R, the map u is an additive homomorphism.
Let
Recall that R  = F 2 is the self-adjoint unitary flip operator R f ( x ) = f ( —x) 
and that R  commutes with Vt and for each s , t  £ R.  Either by 
Lemma 4.5 or by direct computation, is easy to see that
v(a) = wu{a 1)wu(a)wu(a x) for non-zero a £ R.
FVtF* = V* = V - t , t £ R. (4.22)
Hence for a > 0, by (4.13)
t,(a) =  Ad
= Ad M,p_l/aF*)*)
=  A d ( ( M o g l  / a ) * )
=  A d ( M o g a ) -
For a < 0, by (4.12) and (4.14),
v(a) = Ad(F  M <f>l/aF M ((>aF M (p1/a) 
= Ad 
=  Ad
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=  Ad(i2(Viog(_ 1/fl))*)
=  Ad(i2Viog|a|).
Thus
v (a\ _  f Ad(Vioga) a >  0 ,
\A d ( W log|a|) a < 0 .
Now
(  A d ( M o g x y )  — A d W o g ^ A d W o g v )  x , y >  0 ,
v(xy)  \  Ad(Vioglj,) — Ad(J2ViQg i i^) Ad(7?Viog |y|) x , y  *C 0,
lAdfflVlogi^i) =  Ad(RVkgM ) Ad(VjOgy) x < 0  < y,
which is equal in each case to v(x)v(y).  So v(xy ) =  v(x)v(y)  for non-zero
real numbers x  and ?/, so v is a multiplicative homomorphism. Moreover,
v(—1) =  Ad(R) = w2, and since VtM ^sV-t =  Afy 2<s for s € R, we have
v(a)u(b)v(a~l ) = u(ba2) for a > 0, b G R.
Since R  commutes with M<$>a and V* for s, t G R, for a, b € R with a 7  ^ 0 it 
follows that w2 = v(—1) commutes with u(b) and v(a). So for a < 0,
v(a)u(b)v(a~1) = w2v(\a\)u(b)w2v(\a\~1) = u (|a |)u(6)v (|a |-1 ) =  u(ba2).
Hence conditions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 4.8 are satisfied, so G is isomorphic to 
a quotient of
We claim that G is actually isomorphic to SL2(R) itself. This will follow 
from Theorem 4.8 if we show that G has a Bruhat decomposition: we must 
show that every element of G can be written uniquely in one of the forms
u(a)v(b) or u(a)v(b)wu(c)
for real numbers a, 6, c € R with b 7  ^ 0. Since G is a homomorphic image 
of SL2  (R) every element of G can indeed be expressed in such a way by 
Theorem 4.8. It remains to demonstrate uniqueness. For the remainder of 
this proof, let a, b, c, a', b\ d  denote real numbers with 6, b' ^  0 .
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If u(a)u(6) =  i ^ a ' ) ^ ' )  then Ad(/2nA ^a_ti/ |6|_iog |6'|) =  Ad(J) where
n =  1 if W  <  0 and n =  0 otherwise, so ,V\Qg |6|—log(b7! =  f°r
some unimodular constant £. Considering the images under these operators 
of indicator functions of intervals in R rapidly leads to the conclusion that 
|6| =  |£/|, a =  a' and n  =  0. The signs of b and b' differ only if n  =  1, 
so b = b'.
If u(a)v(b)wu(c) =  u(a')v(6/)iyu(c/), then v{b)wu{c) = u{a' — a)v(b')w.
So
VtF M ^ _ c, =  QRnM ^ , _ V t,F  (4.23)
where t = log |6|, tf = log |6'|, n = 1 if bb' < 0 and n  =  0 otherwise, and £ 
is a unimodular constant. Let /  =  -F*X[o,i]; then /  € H 2{R). The image 
of /  under the right-hand side of (4.23) has support [0, e~l ] if n = 0 and 
[—e- i  ,0] if n = 1. By Proposition 4.2, the image of /  under the left-hand 
side of (4.23) is
V t F M ^ . f  e  VtFM4,c_c,H*(R) = <
if o d ,
R) if c < o', 
,V(L2(R+) i fc  =  c'.
Since QRnVt' F f  has proper support, we must have c — d  and since VtF f  has
support equal to [0, e- t ], also t = tf and n =  0, so b = bf. So QM<pa,_a = 7,
so a =  a1 and C =  1-
Suppose that u(a)v(b)wu(c) = u(a')v{b'). It follows from relation (iv) of
Theorem 4.8 that
u{a' — a)v(b') =  v(b')u((a' -  o)/6/2).
Hence
v(b)wu(c) =  u(a' — a)v(b') =  v(b')u((a' — a)/b'2),
so
v(b/b')w = u((a' — a)/b'2 — c).
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Let 7  =  (a' — a)/b'2 — c. Then
VtF  = C R nM ^
for t = log \b/b'\, some integer n  and some unimodular complex number C- 
The operator Vt F  maps the compactly supported function X[o,i]to a function 
with full support whereas the operator cannot map a compactly
supported function to a function with full support. So this case cannot 
occur.
So G does indeed have the unique decomposition property and so G is 
isomorphic to SL2 (R). That the map n  implements this isomorphism follows 
from Theorem 4.8. □
Our description (4.21) of a general element of Ad (U(CFB)) now becomes
7r(AT)MAD /i
where K  is an arbitrary element of SX2(R) and \ / i  G R, It is not hard 
to see that this “normal form” for elements of Ad (U(jCFq)) is unique: for 
if 7t{K ,) M X''D^ = ir(K")M x»'DfX", then ir{K) = M aD m for A =  A" -  V, 
p = p" — p! and K  = K " ~ 1K /. Now n(K)  = Ad U for U a unitary in the 
group { F ^ M ^ ^ e ^ I  \ s, ip € R) and such operators U map the equator
r  =  {L2(R+), L2(R_)} U {M0, / f 2(R), I s € R}
onto itself. On the other hand, M AD^ =  Ad(MaT>m), and scalar multiples 
of M\Dy_ do not preserve T  unless A =  p = 0. So U =  el^ I  and also 
AT =  Ir - 1(A d U )=  ( J» ) .
Let N  and H  be groups and let a  be a homomorphism from H  into the 
automorphism group of N .  We follow the conventions of [AB95] and define 
the semidirect product N  x Q H  of N  and H  with respect to a  as the group
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with elements N  x H  and group operation
(ni , h i ) (n2, h 2) =  (n ia (h i)n 2, h ih 2). (4.24)
Given a matrix or column vector m, we write m* for the transpose of m. 
T h e o rem  4.10. Let 9 : Ad (U(CFB)) —► SLs(M.) be the map




Then 9 is a well defined injective homomorphism which implements an iso­
morphism between Ad (U(CFB)) and
p X \
0
0 *) A, fi G R,
This matrix group is isomorphic to the semidirect product R2 ><iQ SX2(R) 
of the additive group R2 and SL2(R), where c* : SX2(R) —* Au t R 2 is the 
homomorphism
a ( K) v  = (K ~ l y v , v G R , K  e SL2(R).
Moreover, the restriction of 9 to Ad (W(£FB)) =  {Ad U \ U G U{CFB)} is an 




\ ,  /x, t  €
Proof The discussion preceding the theorem statement shows that 9 is well 
defined on Ad (U(CFB)). We claim that 9 is a homomorphism. In fact, for 
A, p,, s in R and J , K  in SX^R), we have




0 0 1 J \ 0 - 1 0
1 -A 0
0 0 1
0 - 1 0
=  0(F)0(D _a) =  0 (F D _a);
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\ 0 0 1
= 0(F)0(M /*)
(  1 A* 0
°
1 0
\ o 0 1
0 0^ ( 1 0 V0 0 1 =  0 0 10 -1 V) \0 -1 0
0 A > ( 1 n
A
0 1 0 =  0 1 0
0 0 1 V o 0 1
=  0(M „)0(D A) =  0(M „D A);
1 1 0 A \ / 1 0 0
0 ( M A) 0 ( M * J  =  0 1
0 0
1 s




=  0(M *.)0(M a) =  0(M *,M a);
/ 1 0 \ ( 1 0 0
0(D m)0 (M ^ ) =  0 1
0 0
1 s
\ o 0 w \ 0 0 1
1 V ( IS
0 1 s
0 0 1
/  1 0 ( 1 0
0(M a)0(M m) =  0 1
0 0
1 0
\ 0 0 1 \ o 0 1
1 0 A +  p
0 1 0
0 0 1
=  0(M „)0(M A) =  9(M a+m);
1 1 A ° \ (  1
0
0 ( D a)0(D m) =  0 1
° °
1 0
\ 0 0 1 / \ o 0 1
1 A +  fi 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
=  0(D „)0(D A) =  9(D a+„);
9(v(K))9(ir(J))  =  9 ( v ( K J )); 
0O r(/O M AD„) =  tf(5r(Jf))9(MA)e(D„).
In short, 9 respects equations (4.20) and so the process of “putting into 
normal form” . It follows that 9 is indeed a homomorphism. Plainly 9 has 
trivial kernel, so 9 is injective and so is a group isomorphism onto its range.
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Let us define the map ip : R2 xiQ SL2(R) —► 0(Ad(W(£FB))) by
vxKip : (v ,K )
Then ip is plainly injective and since




, v e R 2, K e  SLiiR).
, v e R 2, K e  SL2 (R)
it follows that ip is a bijection. Let v \ ,v 2 6 R 2 and let K \ , K 2 G SL2 (R). 
By (4.24),
iP{{vu K l ){v2, K 2)) = ip{(v 1 +  { K ^ f v ^ K ^ ) )
1 v\ K xK 2 + v\ K 2 \
0 k xk 2
1 v \ K x \  (  1 v\ K 2
0 K i  j \ 0 k 2
= Tpdvi,  Ki ) ) i p( (v2, K 2)) ■
Thus ip is an isomorphism of R2 xiQ SL2(R) onto 0(Ad(7/(£FB))). 
By (4.7),
Ad (U(CFB)) = <MA>D M,V t | A,/x,t € R). 
Moreover, by Lemma 4.5,
ft (Vt) = ft ^ Fhd^expCj)
1 e*\ (  0 1 \ ( I  e~l\  (  0 1 \ A  e‘\ / 0  1
0 1 J 1 - 1  o j  VO 1 l - l  o H o  1 l - l  0
e U 
0 e~l
Thus 6 restricts to give a group isomorphism between
9(Ad{ U{ £FB))) =  I  \~6~~?  0 ~  ) A,/x,t e
I \  0 0 e~l )
and Ad (W(£FB))> as claimed. □
Chapter 5
The hyperbolic algebra
Recall that for t € R, the dilation operator Vt is the unitary operator 
on L2(R) given by
Vtf ( x )  =  e '/2/ ( e ‘x), /  e i 2(R), x € R.
In this chapter, we consider the algebra obtained when we replace the trans­
lation semigroup {DM | p > 0} of generators for the parabolic algebra with 
the dilation semigroup {Vt \ t > 0}. This algebra was first studied in [KP02]. 
We show that it is reflexive and give an alternative proof of a strong operator 
topology limit of projections established in [KP02].
D efin ition  5.1. The hyperbolic algebra «4h is the w*-closed operator algebra
A h = w*-alg{Ma, Vt | A, t > 0}. (5.1)
For s € R, let ds : R —> C be the unimodular function ds(x) = |a:|IS, and 
let Cm  and Cs be the subspace lattices
CM = {L2{[-a, b]) \ a,b e  [0, oo]},
Cs  = {dsH 2(R) | « € R} U {(0),L2(R+),Z,2(K _),L 2(R)}.
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The dilation lattice is the subspace lattice Cm U Cs- We will also write 
A m  =  Alg/^M and A s  = Alg Cs- The dilation lattice algebra «ADL is the 
operator algebra
Adi, =  A\g(CM UCS).
Plainly A Dl =  A m  H A s -
We use the name “hyperbolic” for .Ah since the generators Vt are imple­
mented by dilation, a hyperbolic action on the upper half-plane. Observe 
tha t for s , t  6  R and a, b € [0,oo), the subspaces L 2(R+) and L 2(R_) are 
reduced by Vt,
VtL 2{[-a,b\) =  L2( [ - a e " S 6e" t]) and Vt (dsH 2( R)) =  dsH 2(R).
So if t > 0, every subspace in the dilation lattice is invariant for the dilation 
operator Vt, which explains our nomenclature.
5.1 R eflexivity
We follow the argument of [LP03]. Observe that
•Ah Q A dli (5-2)
since each of the generators of .Ah leaves each subspace in the dilation lattice 
invariant.
As in Chapter 3, the key to identifying the two algebras will be to show 
that they contain the same Hilbert-Schmidt operators and a bounded ap­
proximate identity of Hilbert-Schmidt operators; this will show that the 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators are dense in each algebra and so the algebras are 
equal.
Let Q be the first and third quadrants of the plane,
Q =  {(*,2/) € R2 | xy  > 0}.
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We first show that considering functions supported on Q is a natural thing 
for us to do.
L em m a 5.2. Let Int k be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator leaving both of the 
subspaces L2(R+) and L 2(R_) invariant. Then suppfc C Q.
Proof. Let (en)n>i be a basis for L2(R+) and extend it to a basis (en)nez* 
for L2(R) where Z* is the set of non-zero integers. A basis for L2(R2) is
{em 0  en | m ,n  G Z*}
and a basis for L 2(Q) is
{em 0  en | m, n  G Z* and ra, n  are either both positive or both negative}.
Thus if the essential support of the non-zero function k G L2(R2) is not 
contained in Q , there is a pair (m, n) of distinct non-zero integers such that 
(k, em 0  en) 7^  0 and exactly one of m and n is positive and the other is 
negative. So
(k, em 0  en) =  /  /  k(x ,y )em(x)en(y)dydx  
JR
=  /  M  k (x ,y )e^ {y )d y ^e ^ (x )d x  ^  0.
*/R */R
So
{(Int k)en ,em) ^  0.
If n > 0, then G L2(R+) and em G L2(R_), so Int fc does not leave L2(R+) 
invariant, contrary to hypothesis. Similarly, if n < 0, then e^  G L2(R_) and 
em G L2(R+), s o  Intfc cannot leave L2(R_) invariant. So such a pair ( m ,  n) 
does not exist and k  must be supported on Q. □
Let p  and q be the functions defined on the non-zero real numbers by 
f z 1/2 x  > 0, \ x ~ 1/2 x  > 0,
p(x) = i i i* r  *<o, ,(x) = i-iixi-'/2 x<o.
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Observe tha t p  and q are the restrictions to R \{0} of branches of the analytic 
functions z h-> z ±1//2  defined on the cut plane C \  «R_ and th a t q = p~ l . 
Given k G L 2(Q), let ©h(&) : R2 —► C be the function
©h(/c)(x, t) = p (x )e^2k(x, etx ), x, t G R.
L em m a 5.3. The mapping 0h  : L 2(Q) —> L2(R2), k  t—> 0 h(fc) is unitary.
Proof. The map ©h is plainly linear L 2(Q) —► L2(R2). The inverse mapping 
© ^1 is given by
e h- 10 ')(x ,y) =  ( 5(x)^ {x’log(^  i f ^ > 0 ’ x , y e R , (5.3)
[0 otherwise,
so ©h is bijective. Since \p{x)\2 = |x| for x  a non-zero real number, 
ll©h(fc)|li2(R2) =  f  f  \p(x)et/2k (x ,e tx)\2 d tdx
JR t/R
= I \k(x ,e tx)\2 et \x\dtdx
J  r  J r
= j j r \k(x,y)\2 dydx
= llfclli2(Q)-
Hence the mapping ©h is a bijective isometry, so ©h is indeed unitary 
L 2(Q) L2(R2). □
Recall that for v G H “ , bv G H 2(R) is the function bv(x) = (x — v ) ' 1. 
For t G R, let E t be the countable set of functions
E t =  { p{x)elsxbv{x){Vtbw){x) \ s  > 0, s G Q ,  v , w  G H q } .
It is trivial to verify that functions in E t axe the boundary value functions 
of functions which lie in H 2(H +), so E* C H 2(R).
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L em m a 5.4. For each t £ R, the countable set E* has dense linear span 
in H 2(R). Moreover, the set
Z  = { h e  H 2{R) | ph  € H°°(R)}
is dense in H 2{R).
Proof. Let E be the set
E =  {p(x)etsxbv(x)bw(x ) | s > 0, v ,w  6 H - }.
Plainly the closure of Eo contains E, so the lemma will follow for t = 0 if 
we can show that E has dense linear span in H 2(R). Let k be the greatest 
common inner divisor of the set E. By Proposition 2.15, the linear span of 
E is dense in kH 2(M).
We claim that k, is a constant unimodular function. This will follow if 
we show that for v, w G H _ , the function pbvbw is outer. Using notation 
from §2.1, let U2 be the unitary isomorphism U2 '• H 2{T) —> H 2(R),
u 2 / (* )  =  ^ . . / ( u , - ‘(x)), /  €  H 2( T), X 6 E
where uj : D \  {1} —»• H+ is the bijection
c u ( z )  = *7 —— , 2 G P \  {1} =  { z  € C | \ z \  < 1, z /  1}
1 — z
with biholomorphic restriction D —> EI+ . Then u ~ l is given by
 1 / \ ^ z __ .
uj  ( z )  =  ------- :, z £  H+
v ’  z  +  i
and o;|T \  {1} is a bijection T \  {1} —► R. The inverse of U2 is
U i ' g U )  =  w1/2(w(z) +  i )g(io(z))
= 2 n l ' 2 { \  -  z ) - l g { w ( z ) ) ,  z  € T \  {1}, g  6 H 2 ( R).
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By definition, a function g e  H 2{R) is outer if and only if U ^ g  G H 2{T) is 
outer. Fix v, w € H -  and let g = pbvbw and /  =  U ^ g -  Then
f { z )  =  2z7r1/2(l -  z )-1p(cj(z))^(u;(z))Z^(u;(;z)), z 6 T.
Since Rep(c<j(z)) > 0 for each z € ID), by Theorem 2.10, p  o cj € i f r (T) for 
each r  6 (0,1) and p o u> is outer. Moreover, writing A =
u v w )  =  I =  < ( * - » > ( * - * > .
” V  ^ w(2 ) - w ( A )  2(A — z)
Thus
XJ2l bv(z) = 7T1/2 ^ ----- .
A — Z
The function z  t—► X — z  is certainly in H 2{T). Since bv G i72(R) and U ^ 1 
maps H 2(R) —► i72(T), the function U ^ b y  is in H 2{T). So U ^ b v and 
l / i U ^ b y )  both lie in H 2(T). By Proposition 2.11, is outer.
We now claim that bw ou> is also outer; for if p = u ~ l (w), then | / i |  > 1,
so
and by Theorem 2.10, the function z i—► 1 — z is outer. Since is outer
and (bw ouj)(z) is a non-zero constant multiple of (1 — z)C/^_16u,(z), it follows 
that bw o uj is also outer.
By Lemma 2.11, the product /  of these three outer functions is also 
outer, so g is outer in H 2(R). It follows that k is trivial and E does indeed 
have dense linear span in H 2(R), as does Eo- 
For t E R, since
et/2Vtbw{x) =    =  e t,2be- tw,
elx  — w
the closed linear- span of Ef contains the closed linear span of E, so E* also 
has dense linear span in H 2(R).
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Finally, let Ao C H 2{R) be the set
Ao =  {bvbw | v, w G IHIQ}.
Each h e  A0 satisfies p/i G t f 2(R) fl L°°(R) = H 2{ R) n i7°°(R). By
Lemma 3.3, Ao has dense linear span in H 2{R). Since Z  contains the linear
span of Ao, the proof is complete. □
P ro p o s it io n  5.5. Let k  G L 2(Q).
(i). I f  Int k G A s ,  then ©h(k) G H 2{R) <g> L 2(R).
(ii). I f  Int k G A m , then ©h(&) G L2(R) <g) L2(R+).
7n particular,
A dl fl Ci C {Int k | ©h(&) G f / 2(R) <g> L2(R+)}. (5.4)
Proof, (i). By Lemma 5.3, ©h(^) G L2(R2), so ^  ©h(k)(x ,t)  G L2(R) for
almost every a; G R. Let /c G L2(Q) with Int A: G A s  nC2- Then for every 
s G R,
(Int fc)dsT72(R) C dsH 2{R) =  (ds772(R))"L.
So if /  and g are functions in 772(R),
0 =  ((Int k)d3f , d sg)
= [  [  k{x ,y)\y \l3f{ y ) \x \ -%3g (x )d y d x  
Jr. Jr
= f  f  q(x)e~i/ 2Gh(k)(x,t)elstf ( e tx )g (x )e t \x \dxd t  
J  R J  R
=  f  /  ©h(k)(x ,t)p(x)g(x)V t f ( x ) d x e l3t dt. (5.5)
./R
Note tha t we have used the condition suppfc C Q to make the change of 
variables y = elx  in the third line of this calculation. Let 4> : R —► C be the 
function
4>(t) =  J ©h{k)(x,t)p(x)g(x)Vt f { x )d x ,  t G R.
J  R
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Since Int \k\ €  C2 and | / | ,  \g\ G L 2(R),
[  \ $ ( t ) \d t<  [  [  \Q h(k)(x ,t)p (x)g(x)V tf ( x ) \ d x d t  
J  R J  R J  R
= \k (x ,y )g (x ) f ( y ) \d x d y  
J K. J K.
=  ( ( In t|fc |) |/ |, |p |)  <  00,
so the  function <3> is integrable. By (5.5),
/  $>{t)elsidt = 0 for every s in R,
J  R
so 4> has zero Fourier transform . Since $  is in L 1(R), it follows by Proposi­
tion 2.17 th a t $  =  0; th a t is, for almost every t,
[  e h(k ) (x , t )p (x )g (x )V tf ( x ) d x  = 0. (5.6)
J  R
Thus for every pair ( / ,  g) w ith / ,  g G H 2(R), there is a conull set T ( / ,  j ) C R  
such th a t (5.6) holds for t G T ( f ,g ) .  Let T be the set of pairs of H 2(R) 
functions
T =  {(bw,e iaxbv) | s > 0, s g Q ,  v , w  G Hq}.
The set T is countable, so
t =  n
(f,g)€T
is conull and (5.6) holds for every t G T  and every ( / ,# )  G T. Fix t G T; 
then
S t =  t o w  I ( t o )  G r>  
has dense linear span in H 2(R) by Lemma 5.4. Moreover,
[  ©h(k)(x, t )h (x ) dx = 0 for every h G E*.
J  R
Thus for every t G T,
x e h(fc)(x,i) 6 ( f f5( l ) ) X =  -ff2'
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By Lemma 2.21 we m ust have ©h(fc) € H 2{R) <g> L2(R).
(ii). I t is routine to  show th a t the condition Int k  € A m  is equivalent 
to  the essential support of k  being contained in the cone swept out by the 
y-axis and the lines y = v x  for v  in [l,oo). Hence the essential support 
of ©h(k) m ust be contained in the  upper half-plane {(rr, t) \ t > 0}, and 
Lemma 5.3 shows th a t ©h(&) € L2(R2). Since
{ j  e  L2(R2) I supp j  C { (x ,t) 11 > 0} } =  L2(R) ® L2(R+ ),
this completes the  proof of (ii).
Finally, since A l  n  C2 = {Am H C2 ) H {As H C2), (i) and (ii) together 
establish (5.4). □
As in C hapter 3, we will show th a t the inclusion (5.4) is in fact an 
equality. The next two results are analogues of Proposition 3.6 and Propo­
sition 3.7.
First, we apply Lemma 3.5 to the strong operator topology continuous 
one-param eter group of unitaries {Vt | t €  R} and the semigroup
{Vt \ t  > 0} c  A
to  define operators as follows.
P r o p o s i t io n  5.6. Let (p € L 1(R+ ). Then the sesquilinear form
T<p{f’9 ) =  [  [  p{t)Vt f { x )g { x )d x d t ,  f , g € L 2{R)
J K. J M.
is bounded, and there is a unique bounded linear operator such that 
{Vpf, g) = r ^ f . g )  for f  and g in L 2{R). Moreover, | | i y |  <  ||^ ||Li(K). 
I f  <p has compact essential support then € A -  CD
P r o p o s i t io n  5.7 . Let h 6 H 2{R) and p  6 L 2(R+ ). Let h ®  p  denote the 
function  (x, t ) 1—► h{x)p{t) and let k = ©h l {h ® p). Then Int A: G A  © € 2 - 
Moreover, i f  also ph is in H°°{R) and p  6 L 1(R), then Int A: =  Mp^V^.
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Proof. By (2.5) and Lemma 5.3,
II I n t  & | | c 2 =  P I I l 2 ( r 2 ) =  | | h  ®  < £ | | l 2 ( r 2 )  =  I I M I l 2 ( r )  I I ^ I I l 2 ( r ) 5
so if hn —> h in L 2(R) and ipn —> ip in L 2(R) then by Lemma 5.3 the 
operators In t 0 ^  1(hn ®(pn) converge to  In t k  in Hilbert-Schm idt norm  and so 
in operator norm. By Lemma 5.4, we may therefore assume th a t h  €  H 2{R) 
w ith ph  € H °°(R). Moreover, we may assume th a t ip has compact support, 
since the sequence <pn = <pX[o,n] converges to  tp in L 2(R). By the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality, the function ip lies in L 1(M.+).
If /  and g are in L2(R), then by (5.3) and Proposition 5.6,
((Int k ) f ,g )  = j  [  ( 9 b 1( h ® (p ) ) ( x ,y ) f ( y )g (x )d y d x
J IR J IR
h(x)<p(\og(y/x))f(y)g(x) dy dx
= [  [  p(x)h(x)ip(t)Vt f  (x)g(x) dt dx
J  IR J  IR
— (MphV<pf 19)-
So Int k = MphVp. Since ph  € H°°(R), M vh € Ah- By Proposition 5.6, 
V<p € Ah- So the product Int k = M phVp is also in *4h- □
P ro p o s i t io n  5.8. I f  v  € H 2(R) <g> L2(R+) then In t© ^ 1(i/) € Ah DC2. So
{Int k | 0 h(fc) € H 2{R) <g> L2(R+)} C A h n  C2.
Proof This follows from Lemma 5.3 and Proposition 5.7 exactly as in the 
proof of Proposition 3.8. □
C o ro lla ry  5.9 . The hyperbolic and dilation lattice algebras contain the same 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Explicitly,
A h ^ C 2 = A )l H C2 = {Int k  | ©h(fc) € H 2(R) ® L 2(R+ )}.
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Proof. The inclusion A  C A DL was established in (5.2). So by Proposi­
tion 5.5 and Proposition 5.8,
A  n C2 C Adi, n C2 C {Int k  | @h(&) € 2(R) <g> t 2(R+)} C A  n C2. □
identity of Hilbert-Schmidt operators. In other words, there is a norm- 
bounded sequence ( X n ) n > i  of operators in A  H C2 such that X n —► I  in 
the strong operator topology.
Proof. For n  G N, let
and let gn (x) = p (x)hn (x). Then |^n (^)| <  1 for r  G R and gn {x) —► 1 
uniformly on compact subsets of R \  {0}, so (Mgn)n>i is a sequence of 
contractions whose strong operator topology limit is the identity. Observe 
th a t hn G H 2{R) and ipn G L2(R+) for each n  >  1. By Proposition 5.6, 
IIVAII <  H^nllL^R) =  1 for each «  > 1, SO iy<pn)n>i is a sequence of con­
tractions. If we pick a continuous compactly supported function / ,  then  the 
integral
converges for every x  to  define a continuous compactly supported func­
tion Jn , which by Proposition 5.6 coincides with VVnf .  Thus by dom inated 
convergence,
Since such functions /  are dense in L2(R), the  sequence VVn —► I  boundedly 
in the  strong operator topology.
P r o p o s i t io n  5 .10 . The hyperbolic algebra contains a bounded approximate
hnilP) /  _ i  . w  o i[x + n Li)(x  + m ) z
—n 2p(x)
T n ( t )  =  n x [ o ,n - i ] ( f )
In (x) = [  Vn(t)V tf(x)  
J R
\\V<pnf  ~  f \ \2 = nVt f { x ) d t  -  f ( x )  c£r —► 0 as n o o .
2
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Let X n = Q ^ i h n  ® (pn). Then X n = M gnV^n € A  n  C2 by Propo­
sition 5.8, and | |A | |  <  ll-M5n.ll ll^n ll — 1- M ultiplication is jointly strong 
operator topology continuous on bounded sets of operators, so
x n = M gnv ^ n -  I
in the  strong operator topology as well. □
C o ro lla ry  5 .11 . The dilation lattice algebra and the hyperbolic algebra are 
equal.
Proof. This follows from (5.2), Corollary 5.9 and Proposition 5.10 by the 
same argum ent used to prove Corollary 3.11. □
Since A l is plainly reflexive, we have also proven:
T h e o re m  5 .12 . The hyperbolic algebra is reflexive. □
We will write Ah  in preference to  A l -
5.2 A  strong operator to p o lo g y  lim it
In [KP02], a cocycle argum ent is used to show th a t the invariant subspace 
lattice of the hyperbolic algebra is
Lat A  =  I C £ \  t1 ^  0} LJ Cm
where
=  ^CeA,M#2(R )> e\ A x ) =  expi(A z +  p x ~ l ) 
and for (  € C* =  C \  {0}, : M —» C is the two-valued function
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It is also shown th a t this lattice is compact and connected as a  lattice 
of projections with the strong operator topology. It is not imm ediately 
apparent from this presentation th a t Lat Ah  contains jCs , although since 
Ah =  Alg(^M  U Cs), we know th a t th is m ust indeed be the case. This 
lemma, whose proof we take from [KP02], gives the  explicit correspondence.
L e m m a  5 .13 . For s G R,
dsH 2( R) =  uexp (7rs)^ 2(R).
Thus
Cs  =  { v „ H 2( R )  | a  > 0} U {(0 ),L 2(K+ ) ,L 2(R _ ) ,L 2(R)}
=  { K ^ o,o I <r > 0} U {(0), £ 2(R+), L2(R -), L2(R)}. (5.7)
Proof. For s G R, let gs : R —> C be the bounded function
gs{x) = vexp^_7VS^ (x)ds (x) = jg-TTsi^zs x  <  q
Then gs is the boundary value function of z  i—> z %s, a bounded holomorphic 
function on the upper half-plane, so gs G H °°(R). Moreover, gs is invertible 
in H °°(R ): so gsH 2(E) =  H 2(R). Hence
dsH 2{ R) =  ^exp(7r s)gsH 2(R) =  vexp(ns)H 2(R).
The result follows. □
In this section we give an alternative proof of one result needed to  es­
tablish the connectivity of Lat .Ah- The techniques we use owe much to  two 
papers of Halmos ([Hal69], [Hal71]) and will resurface in the next chapter.
We recall some standard terminology and notation from the theory of 
unbounded operators. We use the term s manifold  and submanifold to  refer
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to linear subspaces of H ilbert spaces which are not necessarily closed; sub­
space will always mean a closed subspace. An unbounded operator between 
H ilbert spaces hi and /C is a linear m ap T  w ith domain D (T)  and range 1Z{T) 
where T>(T) and 7Z(T) are submanifolds of Tt and K  respectively. In the  re­
m ainder of this section, the term  operator will typically mean an unbounded 
operator unless it is explicitly said to  be bounded. The graph of T  is the set
graph(T) =  { ( x ,T x )  \ x  E V (T )} \
this is a submanifold of the Hilbert space Tt © /C. The operator T  is said to
be closed if graph(T) is closed in Tt © K.
Let T  : P (T ) —> Tt with T>(T) a submanifold of Tt. Then T  is said to  be 
positive if (T x ,x )  > 0 for every x  E V{T).  If V (T )  is dense in Tt then the 
adjoint of T  is the unique operator T * : V(T*)  —> Tt satisfying
(Tx, y) =  (x, T*y) for all x  E V (T ) ,  y 6 V(T*)
where T>(T*) is the set of vectors y E T t  such th a t there exists some y* 6 Tt 
such th a t (T x , y ) = {x,y*) for every x  E T>(T). Note th a t V(T*)  could be 
the zero subspace. If T  = T* then T  is said to be self-adjoint.
The aim of this section is to prove Proposition 4.4 of [KP02] in a trans­
parent system atic manner. Although there is a proof in [KP02] which is 
considerably shorter than  this one, the length of the proof presented here is 
largely due to  technicalities arising from the use of unbounded operators.
P ro p o sitio n  5 .14 (P rop osition  4 .4  o f  [K P02]). The following strong 
operator topology limit holds:
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L 2 ( R - )  VaH 2{ R) =  graph(crT)
=  graph(T)
[L2(R+)]h L 2( R+)
Figure 5.1: The graph picture
We take a moment to explain the intuitive picture behind our proof. Let 
T  be the unbounded operator
T  : [L2(R + )]tf2(R) L2(R_), [L2(R+)]h [L2(R_)]h, h G H 2{R).
By Corollary 2.6, each h G H 2{R) is determined by [L2(R±)]/i =  h • x k ±) s o  
the operator T  is well defined. It is easy to see th a t for a  G C*,
vaH 2{ R) =  graph(crT).
We guide our intuition using graphs of functions R —> R, which are subsets 
of the plane R 2. The operator T  maps a dense subset of L2(R+) onto a dense 
subset of L2(R_), s o  we identify the a>axis with L2(R+) and the y-axis with 
L 2(R_).  Let t  be the graph of the function y{x) — x; we identify t  w ith 
the  subspace H 2{R). Then T  corresponds to  the function y(x) = x; for if 
we take a point h G I  then [x-axis] h is simply the x-coordinate of I  and 
[?/-axis]h is the ^-coordinate of t. Similarly, graph(crT) is identified with the
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graph i(j of the function y{x ) =  ax.  This setup is shown in Figure 5.1. In 
the  lim it a  —> oo, the line l a tends to the  y-axis in some sense, so we also 
expect graph (aT)  to  approach L 2(R_) as a  —> oo.
Our first lemma concerns some basic properties of certain unbounded 
linear operators.
L e m m a  5.15 . (i). Let Tt be a Hilbert space and let T  be a closed linear 
operator T  : V (T )  —► Tt where V (T )  C Tt. Then graph(T)-1- =  ^4graph(T*), 
where A  €. C(Tt © Tt) is the unitary operator defined by
A ((x ,y)) =  ( - 2/>z)} x , y e T t .
(ii). I f  V {T )  and 7Z(T) are both dense in Tt and T  has trivial kernel, 
then J  =  (I  +  T * T )~ 1 : Tt —► Tt is a self-adjoint contraction in C(Tt), and 
the range of J  is T>(T*T).
(in). I f  T  is also self-adjoint and positive, then T ~ l is self-adjoint and 
positive.
Proof. Statem ents (i) and (ii) are proven in §XII.1.5 and §XII.7.1 respec­
tively of [DS63]. For (iii), since T  has trivial kernel, the operator T ~ 1 exists, 
V { T ~ l ) = 1Z(T) and 7£(T_1) =  V (T ) .  Moreover, T  is self-adjoint and 7Z(T) 
is dense in Tt, so by Lemma XII.1.6 of [DS63], T ~ l =  (T*)-1 =  (T -1 )*, 
so T ~ l is self-adjoint. To see th a t T ~ l is positive, observe th a t for each 
x 6 V { T ~ l ) = IZ(T),
(T ~ l x ,x )  = (T ~ l x , T T ~ lx) = (T (T ~ 1x ) , T ~ 1x) > 0
by the positivity of T.  □
L e m m a  5.16 . Let Tt be a Hilbert space, let {R s | s > 0} C C(Tt) and let Tto 
be a dense subset of Tt. Suppose that there is a number C  > 0 such that
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\\Rs\\ <  C for  every s >  0 and that R sx  —> R qx as s —> 0 for  every x  E Ho. 
Then R s —» Ro in the strong operator topology as s —> 0.
Proof. F ix y E H .  For s > 0 pick ys E Ho such th a t ys —> y  as s —► 0. Then
||(i?s -  Ro)y\\ < ll-Rsy -  7?sys || +  ||7Jsys -  -Ros/sll +  ll-Roy s -  RovW
< 2C\\y -  Vs\\ +  -  Ro)ys || -» 0 as s -  0. □
L e m m a  5 .17 . Let H  be a Hilbert space and let T  be a closed self-adjoint pos­
itive linear operator on H  with trivial kernel and dense domain and image. 
For s a real number, set Ts = sT . Let Js be the operator
j ,  = (i + t ? ) - 1.
Then Js, TSJS and Ts2 J s are bounded operators on H, and the following 
strong operator topology limits hold as s —> 0.
(i). J s —> I , (ii). TSJ S —> 0 and (Hi). T g Js —> 0.
Proof, (i). By Lemma 5.15(ii), Js is a contraction for each s E R. Fix 
x  E V (T )  = V { T 2) and y E H. Then
(x, y) = (JS{I +  T 2)x, y) =  (Jsx, y) +  s2(JsT 2x, y),
so
( ( / -  Js)x ,y )  = s2(JsT 2x, y).
If we set y = (I  — Js)x, then we see th a t
| | ( /  -  7s)x ||2 =  s2|(JsT 2x , (7 -  J s)x)| <  2s2||T2x || | | x | |  0 as s 0.
Since Js is a contraction for every s E R and I>(T) is dense in H , Lemma 5.16 
shows th a t Js —»■ I  in the strong operator topology as s -> 0.
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(ii). F irst observe th a t by Lemma 5.15(h),
n ( j s) = v (t 'st 8) = t>(t 8 ) c  v (t ,) ,
so TSJ S has domain H. By §XII.1.6 of [DS63], since Js is bounded, (TSJ S)* = 
J*T* =  JSTS. Thus (TSJS)*TSJS = JST 2JS also has domain Tt and
(:T ,J , ) , T ,J ,  = JsT8 J s = J , ( I  + T ? )J ,  -  J 8 =  .7,(7 -  Js)- (5.8)
Moreover, since Js is a contraction for each s > 0,
11^(7 - J , ) | | <  || J,\\ | | 7 - J a | | < 2 .
Thus for each x  6 Tt,
||T ,Jsx ||2 =  {TsJsx ,T sJ sx) = (JS( I  -  Js) x , x )
<  | | J > | |  ||(7 -  Js) x || <  ||x|| ||(7 -  Js) x || (5.9)
< 2||x||2.
So TSJS E C{Tt) and (5.9) and (i) also show th a t TSJS —> 0 in the strong 
operator topology as s —> oo.
(iii). Simply observe th a t
T8 Js =  (7 +  T8)J s — J s = I  — J s .
So part (iii) is equivalent to part (i). □
L e m m a  5.18 . Using the hypotheses and notation of the previous lemma, 
let
S )' ,SR
Then Qs E C(Tt © Tt) and Qs is the orthogonal projection onto the graph 
o f T s . Moreover,
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Proof. The m atrix  operator Qs is defined on all of H  © Tt since Js is defined 
on all of 7Y, and it is bounded since each entry is bounded by Lemma 5.17. 
To simplify notation, we first trea t the case s = 1. Let Q = Q\  and let 
/  6 V (T ) .  Then
Q { ( f , T f ) )  =  ( ( J  + T J T ) f , T ( J  + T J T ) f )  = ( f , T f )
since ( J  + T J T ) f  = ( I  + T J T ( I  +  T 2) ) j f  =  ( /  +  T 2) J f  =  / .  Similarly,
Q ( ( ( ~ T f ) , f ) )  = ({—J T  + T J ) f , T ( —J T  + T J ) f )  =  (0,0)
since (—J T + T J ) f  = J { —T + { I + T 2) T J ) f  =  0. So Q agrees with [graph(T)] 
on graph(T) and on graph(T)-1- by Lemma 5.15(i), so Q = [graph(T)]. 
Adding a liberal sprinkling of subscripts to these calculations shows th a t 
Q s  = [graph(Ts)].
By Lemma 5.17, for f , g  E H ,
Q s  ( ( / , g)) = (J s f  +  T s  J sg, Tsj sf  +  T*Jsg) -*• ( / ,  0) as s -> 0.
So I  © 0 is indeed the strong operator topology limit of Qs as s —> 0. 
Finally, let $  € C(TL © H)  be the unitary operator
<S>((f,g)) = ( g J ) .
Since T  has trivial kernel the operator T -1 : 7Z(T)  —> Tt exists. The operator 
T  is self-adjoint and positive, so by Lemma 5.15(iii), T ~ l is self-adjoint and 
positive too. Moreover,
graph(Ts- i )  =  \ f  6  T>(T)}
= { ( s f , T f ) \ f € V ( T ) }
= { ( s T - lg , g ) \ g € V ( T - 1)}
= $  g raph(sT -1 ).
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In particular, T -1 is closed. Since T -1 is self-adjoint and positive with 
trivial kernel and dense domain and image, w hat we have already proven 
shows th a t
SOT-Hm[graph(sT- 1 )] =  I  © 0.
Hence by Proposition 2.20(ii),
SOT-lim [graph(Ts)] =  SOT-lim[graph(Ts- i ) l
S —►OO 5 —>0
=  $> SOT-Hm[graph(sT- 1 )] $>_1 
=  $ ( J © 0 ) $ _1
= o©/ .  □
Recall th a t a closed operator T  on a Hilbert space Tt w ith dense domain 
can be w ritten uniquely as T  =  W A  where W  G C(H)  is a partial isometry 
w ith initial domain T*H  and A  is a positive self-adjoint operator such th a t 
A H  =  T*H  (see §XII.7.7 of [DS63]). This factorisation is called the polar 
decomposition of T.
C o ro lla ry  5.19. Let T  be a closed linear operator on H  with trivial kernel 
and dense domain and range. For s > 0 let Ts = sT , K s = graph(Ts) and 
Q s = [Ks]. Then
SOT-lim Q s = I  © 0 and SOT-lim Qs =  0 © I.
0 < s —>0 0 < s —>oo
Proof. Let T  = W A  be the polar decomposition of T  where IT is a partial 
isom etry and A  is self-adjoint and positive. Since T  has dense domain and 
range, W  must be unitary. By uniqueness, the polar decomposition of s T
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for s > 0 is s T  = W (sA ) .  Since V ( A ) =  V ( T ),
( I  © W * )K S = { ( /, W* ( s T ) f )  | /  e V( T ) }
= { ( f s A f ) \ f e V ( A ) }
= graph(s-A),
and A  must be closed with dense domain and range. Moreover, A  = W *T  
has trivial kernel, so the previous lemma shows th a t
SOT-lim[(I © W * )K S] =  I  © 0 and sOT-lim[(J © W * )K S) =  0 © / .
s —>0 s —>oo
Since [(I © W * )K S] =  (J © W *)Q S(I  © W ), the result follows. □
Proof of Proposition 5.14. Let a  £ R and let 7i  be the H ilbert space L 2(R+).  
Define the linear m ap T  : [L2(R4-)]iy2(]R) —> L 2(R _) by
T([L2(R+)]h) =  [L2(R_)]/i, h e H 2(R).
Then V( T)  = [L2(R +)]i?2(R) is a dense subset of L2(R-|_). Observe th a t T  
has trivial kernel and is well defined by Corollary 2.6. Moreover, if /  is a 
function in L2(R_) D ^ (T )-1-, then for each h G H2(R),
0 = (/, [ i2 (R_)]ft> = {/, h)
so /  € W { R) n  L2(R_) =  (0). Hence 11(f) =  [L2(R_)]J^2(R) is dense 
in L 2(R_).  Let us identity ( / , g) G L2(R+) © L2(R_) w ith /  +  g G L2(R) 
and so identify the spaces L 2(R+ ) © L2(R_) and L 2(R). Then it becomes 
apparent th a t the operator T  is closed, since
t v t f 2(R) =  graph(crT) C L 2(R+) © L2(R_) =  L2(R)
is closed.
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Let U and V  be the unitary  operators
U  : L2(R_)  -  H,  Uf ( x )  =
V  : L 2(R+ ) -» H,  V f  = f .
The operator W  = V  © U is a unitary  m apping L 2(R) onto Tt (&TL and
W (0 © L 2(R_)) =  0 © Tt. Let T  : TL —► Tt be the operator T  =  UT. Then
T  is closed with trivial kernel and dense domain and range, and
W ( v aH 2{ R)) =  W  (graph(<jT))
= W { ( f , a T f )  | / e £ 2(R+ )}
=  { ( V f , a U f f )  | /  6 i 2(R+)}
= { ( f , * U f f ) \ f e H }
= graph (crT).
We are now poised to apply Corollary 5.19. If
K„ = graph(irT) =  W ( v c H 2(Vl)),
then as a  —> oo,
=  [K„\ -* [0©H]  =  [ I V ( 0 © £ 2(R_))] 
in the strong operator topology. Since W  is unitary, it follows th a t
sOT-lim[va i f 2(R)] =  [0 0  L2(R_)] =  [L2(R_)]. □
s —►oo
Chapter 6
Lie sem igroup  
operator algebras from
s l 2 (  R+)
We begin by recalling some terminology introduced in [KP02]. Let G be a 
Lie group and let p be a unitary-valued representation of G on a Hilbert 
space H', th a t is,
and p is a ^-homomorphism of G  into U(?i), the group of unitary  operators 
on Li. We will call a semigroup of a Lie group a Lie semigroup. Let G+ be a 
Lie semigroup of G and let S  = p(G+). We call w*-alg(<S) a Lie semigroup 
operator algebra.
The parabolic algebra and the hyperbolic algebra are Lie semigroup op­
erator algebras. Indeed, if we let H  be the Heisenberg group of 3 x 3 matrices
p : G U(H)  C £( H)
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and H+ the Lie semigroup
H + =  |  ^ 0 1 ^  | A, /^  >  0, t  € R } 
then the unitary-valued representation
p : H - + U ( L 2( R)),  ( 0  1 0  eltD pM x , A , / i , £ e R
satisfies w*-alg (p(H+ )) =  A p. Similarly, if
G = { ( o J )  | a >  0, b e  R},  G+ =  { ( 8 J )  | a > 1 ,  & > 0 } ,
^ ' • ( 0 1 ) ^  M bV \oga ,  a  >  0, b e  R
then w*-alg (p(G+)) = A h-
As shown in [KP97], [KP02] and [LP03], the parabolic algebra and the 
hyperbolic algebra share several interesting properties. We use the term  
Euclidean manifold  to refer to  a subset of Rn for some n e  N.
1. They are doubly nonself adjoint) th a t is, there are strong operator 
topology continuous one-param eter semigroups Si  and S 2 of unitary  
operators satisfying
A  = w*-alg(Si U S2), SiC\S* = { /} and A ^  w ^algS*, i = 1,2.
2. They have trivial intersection with their adjoints: A  fl A* = Cl.
3. They contain no finite-rank operators.
4. They contain a bounded approxim ate identity of Hilbert-Schm idt op­
erators, so the Hilbert-Schmidt operators in A  are dense.
5. Endowed with the strong operator topology, L a t.4  is homeomorphic 
to a compact connected Euclidean manifold,
6. They are reflexive.
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To the au thor’s knowledge, these two algebras are the only examples of 
Lie semigroup operator algebras studied in the  literature. In this chapter 
we begin the search for interesting new examples.
We focus on the Lie group SL2 (M) of 2 x 2 m atrices with real entries and 
determ inant +1, and its Lie semigroup
This choice of Lie semigroup is a natural one; indeed, SL2 (K+) is a distin­
guished semigroup of SX2 W  as pointed out in [HHL89], §V.4.
Observe th a t SL2 (R+) is generated as a semigroup by elements of the 
form
Let j  be the m atrix  j  =  ( q).  Then the full group SL2 (K) is generated as 
a semigroup by SL2 (K+) U {j}.
To get our hands on a Lie semigroup operator algebra we must now se­
lect a unitary-valued representation of SL2 (R). We consider representations 
on finite-dimensional spaces before looking at some infinite-dimensional rep­
resentations.
6.1 F in ite-d im en sion al representations
Following the standard  terminology of [Sal76], we say th a t a representation p 
of a group G o n a  Hilbert space H  is irreducible if Lat (p(G )) =  {(0), H }. As 
explained in [Don97], there are no unitary-valued irreducible representations 
of 57/2 (IR) on a finite-dimensional space, and the irreducible representations
SL2(R+) =  { ( “ f )  e  SL2(R) I 0}.
(6 .1)
for a  >  0 and /?, 7  >  0. In fact, for arbitrary  ( “ ^ ) e  5^ 2(M+),
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of SL2  (R) on finite-dimensional spaces may be described in the following 
manner. For N  € N, let P #  be the (N  +  l)-dim ensional space of complex 
homogeneous polynomials in two variables of degree N;  th a t is,
N
P/V =  {-P : ( z i 1Z2 )t 7 :  anZiZ 2 ~n an €  c j .
n= 0
Then a finite-dimensional irreducible representation p of SL2  (R) on P/v is 
given by
? ) P) (*1-Za)t = P( ( “ s) (*!•■*>)*)•
We compute the images under p of the generators ra , up and /7 defined 
in (6.1). Let {en | n =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  N}  be the natural basis of P #  where
en ■ (z i , z2f  »-*• z*Z2 ~n,
and let P  be a polynomial in Pjv so th a t P  =  J2n=o an^n for some complex 
numbers an , 0 <  n  <  N.  Then
p{ra)P  ( z i , z2)t =  P (a~ 1z i , a z 2)t
N
=  y ,  QLN~2nanen(zi, z2f ,
n —0
p(up)P (zi, Z2y  =  P(zi  -  0Z2,  z 2f  
N
=  Y , an(z l - ( 3 z 2)nZ ?-n
n —0
0 < m < n< N
p(l7)P  (Zl, Z2)X =  P(Z1,Z2 ~ l Z \ f
N
=  a n z l { z 2 ~  J Z i ) N ~ n  
n= 0
0 < n< m < N
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Let 6 be the vector space isomorphism
N
e : f n CN+1, I > e »  >->• (a0, ai, • • •, fliv)1-
n = 0
Then the representation
- l7T =  (Add) o p : SX2(R) M at+i(C), AT»-+ 6p(K )6
m aps r Q, up and Z7 to  the following (iV +  1) x (jV +  1) matrices.
\t f m  — n
7r(ra ) =  ( « m , n ) m ,n = 0 , « m , n  =  < (6 .2a)
10 otherwise,
^ W = ( f c , » ) U  (6.2b)I 0 otherwise,
= (w )S U o . 7m, „ = { p )(" 7)m"n "* "* ’• (6'2c)10 otherwise.
Although 7r is not unitary-valued, it nevertheless makes sense to  ask what 
w*-alg (tt(SL2(R+ ))) is.
P ro p o s i t io n  6 .1 . The algebra w*-alg (tt(SX2(R+))) is M n + i(C ), the alge­
bra of all (N  +  1) x (N  1) matrices with entries in C.
Proof. Let A  = w*-alg (7r(SX2(R+ ))). Since A  is contained in a finite di­
mensional set of matrices, it is equal to  the norm-closed algebra generated 
by 7r(»SX2(R + )). For m, n =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  N , let us write £ m ,n for the m atrix  unit 
£m n = (Sim5jn) i j =o- It suffices to show th a t em>n € A  for m, n = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  N . 
We use the following notation for diagonal matrices:
N
diag(a0, a i , . . . ,  aw ) =  OLn e n ,n-
n —0
By (6.2a), for a  >  0,
a ~ Nir(ra) =  d iag(l, a:-2 , a - 4 , . . . ,  a T 2JV+2, a~ 2N).
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As a  —» 00 , the diagonal m atrix a  N/ir(ra) tends in norm to  the m atrix  
unit £0,0, so £0,0 € A . Now
tends in norm to  £^1 as a  —> 00 , so £ i;i € A . Continuing in this manner, 
we see th a t the diagonal m atrix  units en,n lie in A  for n  =  0 ,1, . . . ,  N .
Fix £ ,7  >  0 and let T  =  {tm,n)m,n=0 =  A up) +  7r(^)- %  (6-2b) 
and (6.2c), tm>n ^  0 for m, n = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  N .  So
6.2 T he principal series represen tations
In this section we consider the representations ph,s of 51^2(M) on L 2(R) given 
by
where h € {0,1}, s € R and ( “ ^ ) 6  SX20R)- This family of representations 
is called the principal series. As is well known (see for example [Sal76]), ph,s
is irreducible— th a t is, Lat/o^>s(5 Zf2(M)) is trivial—unless h = 1 and s = 0 .
Let us fix values of h G { 0 ,1} and s € R, and write A+  for the w*-closed 
algebra generated by p ^ s (SL 2 (R+)). Then
A+ = w*-alg{ph>s(rQ), ph,s {l7), P h , s { u p )  | q  > 0, £ ,7  >  0}.
For a  >  0 and 7  G R,
□
(6.3)
is a unitary-valued representation on L 2(R) for each h 6  {0,1} and s E K. It
P hA r<*)f(x) = a  l s - a f ( a 2x)  and pM (/7) /(x )  =  / ( x  +  7 ),
so
P h , s { r a ) “  ^  ^21oga P h , s { l y )  — (6.4)
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In contrast, for j3 6  R  the expression
ph,s(up ) f (x) =
sgn (fix  +  1 )h \fix +  1|1S / x  v 
| (3x +  1| ' f i x  +  1 '
looks unpleasantly complicated. However, if we recall th a t j  = ( - 1 0 ) and 
observe th a t up = then by (6.4),
where Y  is the  unitary  operator Y  = Yh:S = P h , s ( j ) -
In sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, we fix h = 1, s =  0 and write p = p \$  and 
Y  = Yi,0. We will show th a t, in this exceptional case, A+  actually belongs 
to  a known class of reflexive operator algebras ([Lon83], [LL92]). These are 
algebras of the form Alg£> where T> is a double triangle lattice, i.e. T> is 
isomorphic as a lattice to the 5-element subspace lattice with the following 
Hasse diagram.
This analysis also gives the unexpected result th a t A+  is generated as a 
w*-closed algebra by p(S)  where S  is the strict subsemigroup of SL 2 (M+ ) 
generated by {ra , / 7 | a  > 0, 7  >  0}. In contrast, the corresponding norm- 
closed algebras generated by p{S) and p(ST2(M+)) are distinct.
6 .2 .1  Invariant su b sp ace  la tt ic e s
We briefly recall the description of Lat^lh from §5.2. For A, p € R and 
C e C * , the functions : R -»• C are given by
Ph,s(up) = Ph,sti)Pl>Al-0)Ph,sU) 1 = Y D p Y *  (6 .6 )
eA,„(x) =
x  > 0, 
x  < 0
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and K ^: is the subspace = v ^ e \^ H 2{R). The invariant subspace
lattice Lat A  is given by
Lat A  =  { K CtXtll | C € C ,  A ,/i  >  0} U Cm - (6.7)
Let A  be the “lower triangular” subalgebra of A -
A  =  w*-alg{p(rQ), p(lj )  | a  >  0 , 7  >  0}.
Armed with equation (6.7), an expression for Lat A  is fairly easy to  come 
by. Recall th a t a double triangle lattice of subspaces of J i  is a five-element 
lattice C = {(0), A , L, M, TL} such th a t K n L  = L n M  = M n K  =  (0) 
and K \ / L  =  L \ / M  =  M \ f K  =  7 i  where V denotes the closed linear span. 
Let S  be the set of subspaces
8 = {(0), H 2(R), L 2(R _), H 2(R), L 2{R)}.
It is easy to  see from Corollary 2.6 th a t £  is a double triangle lattice.
L e m m a  6 .2 . The invariant subspace lattice o f A
Lat A  =  {F *(vcH 2(R)) I C e  C*} U {(0), H 2(R), H 2{R), L2(R)}. (6.8)
In  particular, F  Lat A  2  £ s  and the double triangle lattice £  is contained 
in  Lat A  •
Proof Recall from (6.4) th a t for a  >  0 and 7  G R, p(ra ) =  V2ioga and 
p(/7) =  L)_7 . Thus
A  =  w*-alg{D_A, Vt | A >  0, t 6  R } .
By (4.22), FVtF* = V* = V - t , and by (3.2), F D _ \F *  = M \.  So
F A eF* = w*-alg{T4, M \  | A >  0, t e  R}. (6.9)
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Com paring this to  the generator description (5.1) of the hyperbolic alge­
bra  we see th a t FA^F*  is a superalgebra of Ah  and th a t
Lat FAeF* = { K  G Lat .Ah I V tK  C K  for each t  <  0}.
Let £ G C* and A, p, t G R. Then VtK an<  ^ f°r  ^ <  0 
and A,/i > 0 this is contained in only if A =  p  = 0. Similarly,
if a, b G [0, oo], then when t  < 0, the subspace VtL 2([—a,b]) is contained 
in L 2([—a, 6]) only if a, b G {0, oo}. Thus
Lat FAeF* = {vcH 2(R ) | C G C*} U {(0), L 2(R+), L2(R_), L2(R)}.
Since Lat FA?F* = F L& tA e  by (4.2), we can apply F* to  both  sides 
of this equation to obtain (6.8). To see th a t £  C Lat .4^, observe th a t 
F*( v i H 2(R)) = F *H 2{R) -  L2(R_). □
In fact, £  is a sublattice not only of Lat Ae but also of the apparently 
smaller lattice Lat A + .
L e m m a  6 .3 . £  C Lat .4+.
Proof. Let A u be the w*-closed operator algebra generated by the one pa­
ram eter semigroup {p{up) \ j3 > 0}. Since A+ = w*-alg(4.£ U A u), we have 
Lat A+ = L a t ^  flLat.A u. Let (3 >  0. By (6.6), p(up) =  Y D p Y * . Since
Y  f { x )  = x ~ l f { - x ~ 1), (6.10)
it follows th a t Y* = —Y .  Moreover, (6.10) shows th a t H 2(R) reduces Y  
and so H 2(R) and H 2(R) are invariant under p{up). Equation (6.10) also 
implies th a t Y L 2(R±) =  Y * L 2(R±) =  L2(RT), so
p ( ^ ) L 2(R_) =  Y D (3Y * L 2(R _) =  Y D 0L 2(R+) C Y L 2(R+) =  L2(R_).
This shows th a t £  C Lat.Au and we have already seen in Lemma 6.2 th a t S  
is a sublattice of LatA^. Hence £  C Lat.4^ D L a tA u =  Lat A+. □
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The next theorem  shows th a t 8  is not a reflexive lattice, so the  inclusion 
of Lemma 6.3 is proper. As in §5.2, m any of the ideas in the  proof come 
from [Hal69] and [Hal71].
T h e o re m  6.4 . Let M  and N  be subspaces of a Hilbert space TC. Suppose 
that M  and N  are in generic position; that is, M  and N  are proper subspaces 
o f Li and the intersections
M  O N , MDAT-1, M ± H N  and M L D N 1-
are all equal to the zero subspace. Then the lattice T> = {(0), M , N , M -1, Tt} 
is not reflexive; in fact, L a tA lg D  contains the “ball lattice”
B = {N < I C e  C*} U {(0), M , M 1 , H },
where the closed subspace is given by
N ( = ([M] + C[Mx ])jV fo r  £ G C*.
Moreover, the infimum and supremum of any two distinct elements o f B are 
the zero subspace and H  respectively.
Proof. Let P  = [M]\N and M '  = P N .  If P n  =  0 for some n  G N  then 
n  € N  D M 1- = (0), so P  is 1-1. Moreover, if m  6 M  fl (M /)± then  for any 
n  G N ,  0 =  (m, Pn)  = (m, n) so m  E M  f) N 1 =  (0); so M '  is dense in M .  
We define the unbounded linear operator T  : M '  —> M 1- by
T(Pg)  = ( I  -  P)g,  g e N .
Since P  is 1-1, Pg  determines g so T  is well defined. By symmetry, the same 
argum ent we used to show th a t M '  is dense in M  shows th a t the  image of 
T  is dense in M 1 . Now decompose H  as
H  = M 0 M 1 =  { ( f , g )  | f  € M,  g e  M L ).
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Then N  = { ( / ,T / )  | /  G M ' }  = graph(T). Clearly
A lgD  C Alg({M, A7X}) =  C( M)  © C{M^) -
so let A  = B ® C  G AlgX> where B  G C( M)  and C  G Since A  leaves
N  = graph(T) invariant,
{B  ® C ) { ( f , T f )  | /  €  M '}  =  { ( B f , C T f )  I /  e  M '}  C { (p ,T S) | g e  M ’}.
(6 .11)
Thus we must have
B M ' C M ‘ and C T  = T ( B \ M' ) .  (6.12)
Conversely, if (6.12) is satisfied for some B  G C( M)  and C  G
then (6.11) is too, so B  © C  G A lg P . Thus
A lg P  -  { B  © C  G £ { M )  © C ( M ± ) | (6.12) holds}. (6.13)
Since graph(T) =  N , the operator T  is closed, so for any (  G C*, the 
operator : M '  —» M 1- is also closed. Consider the reflexive closure 
Lat A lg P  of V.  For each ( G C ,  the linear manifold
= { ( f , ( T f )  | /  €  M ' }
is the graph of the closed operator QT and so is a closed subspace. More­
over, is left invariant by every operator B  © C  G A lg P  by (6.13), so 
G Lat AlgT>. If £ G C* \  {1} then £  V , so Lat A lgD  D V  and V  is 
not reflexive.
Let C € C*. To see th a t M C \N ^ = (0), suppose th a t m  G Then
m  =  P n  +  £ ( /  — P )n  for some n  G N . So 0 =  [ML]m =  £ ( /  — P )n . The 
operator P  : N  —> H  is 1-1, so by sym m etry I  -  P  : N  —► H  is also 1-1. So 
n = m  =  0 and M  n  = (0). By symmetry, M L fl — (0).
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If £1 and C2 are distinct points in C* and x  e  fl N 2^, then
x  =  P n i  +  Ci ( I  — P )n \  =  P n 2 +  C2U  — P )n  2
for some n i ,n 2 € N . So [M]x = P n \  = P n 2; the operator P  is 1-1, so
n\  = n 2 = n, say. So (Ci — C2) ( I  — P ) n  = 0 and since I  — P  is also 1-1,
n  =  0. So fl =  (0).
By considering V  = {(0), M , N M -1, H} in place of V  we see th a t for 
C, Cl5 C2 € C* with Ci 7^  C2, the  intersections
M ± n7VcL, M n i v ^ ,  ^ ci niV ci
are all equal to  the zero subspace, so their orthogonal complements 
M V N C, M ± V N 0  iVClViVC2 
are all equal to  7i .  □
Remark. Longstaff gives a nice short proof of the essentials of Theorem  6.4 
in [Lon83], where it is presented as a “Folk theorem ” . The proof he gives 
does not explicitly describe the ex tra subspaces in the reflexive closure of 
the  double triangle lattice as graphs of unbounded operators.
Remark. In fact, we always have Lat A lg P  = B  in Theorem  6.4. This is an 
im m ediate consequence of a result of Lambrou and Longstaff (Corollary 2.1 
in [LL92]), which they prove in the  greater generality of a  Banach space 
setting. The corresponding H ilbert space version which applies in our setting 
is a ttribu ted  by them  to an earlier result of H. K. M iddleton. However, 
knowing th a t Lat AlgX> D B  will suffice for what follows.
It is natural to write N q = M  and iVoo =  M 1 . Indeed, if we do so then 
when viewed as a set of projections and endowed with the strong operator 
topology, it is easy to  see th a t L a tA lg P  becomes the disjoint union of a
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topological sphere {N^ \ (  € C U {oo}} with the two points {(0),7i}. Let 
us henceforth write for the subspaces so obtained in the case V  = £, 
M  = H 2(R), M 1- = H 2(R), N  =  L2(R_) and H  = L 2{R); th a t is,
r ( [ if2(R)] +  C[ff2(R ) ] ) i2(R -)  C e  C*,
N ( = I H 2(R) C =  0,
[ / f 2(R) C =  °o-
We will also write B  for the “ball lattice”
B = {N ( I C e  C U {oo}} U {(0), L2(R)}.
By Theorem 6.4,
B  C Lat A lg£. (6.14)
L e m m a  6.5 . For each £ € C * ,  F *(v^H 2(R)) =  N^. Thus Lat .4^ =  B.
Proof. Let £ € C*. Since =  x r+  +  £xr_>
t>cf f 2(R) =  ([£2(R+)1 +  C[L2(R _)])i?2(R).
If U  is unitary  then U[K]U* =  [UK] for any subspace AT, so U[K\  =  [UK]U.  
So
F N C = F ( [ H2( R)] +  £ [tf2(R)])L2(R_)
=  ( [F tf2(R)] +  C[FH2(R)] )FL2( R- )
=  ( [ i 2(R+ )l +  C[L2(R _)])J72(R)
=  vcH 2{ R).
So = F*(v^ H 2(R)), and by Lemma 6.2,
Lat .4* =  {7VC | £ e C * } U  { (0 ) ,iJ2( R ) , ^ ( R ) ,L 2(R)} =  B. □
Remark. In [KP02], the subspaces dsH 2(R) for s 6 R are introduced and 
are then shown to be invariant under Ah- On the other hand, Theorem  6.4
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and Lemma 6.5 together show th a t the subspaces v ^ H 2(R)  for £ € C* lie in 
the  reflexive closure Lat Alg F S  of the double triangle lattice
F S  =  {(0), L2(R+ ), L2(R_), H 2(R),  L 2(R)}
and by Lemma 5.13, dsH 2(R) =  vexp^ sj H 2(R) for s € R. It is easy to  see 
th a t F S  C Lat Ah, so we also have Lat Alg F S  C Lat A h ■ Thus we obtain a 
transparent argum ent showing th a t each subspace dsH 2(R) lies in Lat Mh-
C o ro lla ry  6 .6 . Lat Alg S = Lat A+  =  Lat*4^ =  B.
Proof. Since A t  C A + , Lat .4.+ C h& tAt- By Lemma 6.3, S  C Lat A+, so 
by (6.14) and Lemma 6.5 we have
B  C Lat Alg S  C Lat Alg(Lat .A+) =  Lat A+  C Lat A i = B. □
6 .2 .2  R e f le x iv i ty
We show th a t A+  is a reflexive operator algebra. Our m ethod is somewhat 
surprising: we identify A+  w ith what appears at first sight to be the proper 
subalgebra Ae. Let A b be the  reflexive operator algebra A b = Alg B. Since 
Lat A+ = B , it follows th a t
A t  c  A+  c  Alg Lat A+  =  A b - (6.15)
We will show th a t these inclusions are actually equalities.
Remark. Observe th a t by Corollary 6.6,
A b = Alg Lat Alg S  =  Alg 5,
so A b is a “double triangle operator algebra” , an operator algebra of the 
form A \g V  where V  is a  double triangle subspace lattice. This accounts for 
the  title  of [Lev04].
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P ro p o s i t io n  6 .7 . Let Int k be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator leaving invariant 
L2(R+), L2(R_) a n d v aH 2{R) fo r  a >  0. Then 0 h(fc) 6 H 2(R)  ® L2(R). in  
particular,
F { A B n C 2)F* C {Intfc | ©h(fc) E i7 2(R) ® L2(R)}.
Proof. If Int leaves the subspaces L2(R+), L2(R_) and vaH 2(R) invariant 
for a > 0, then by (5.7), I n t k  leaves every subspace in Cs  invariant and 
so Int A: E As-  Applying Lemma 5.2 and Proposition 5.5(i), we see th a t 
0 h(fc) € H 2{ R ) ® L 2(R).
Since F {H2( R ) , H2(R)}  = (L 2(R+), L2(R_)}, (6.8) and Corollary 6.6 
show th a t
F B  = F  Lat A i  D Cs-
Thus by (4.1),
F ( A b  n  c2)F* = F{ Alg B)F* n  c2 
=  A lg (F £ )n C 2
C {Int k  | 0 h(fc) E H 2{R) ® L 2(R)}. □
The next result follows by applying Lemma 3.5 to  the strongly continuous 
group of unitary  operators {V* | t  E R}, since by (6.9),
F A t F* D w*-alg{Vf | t E R}.
P r o p o s i t io n  6 .8 . Let <p be in L l {R). Then the sesquilinear form
T<p(f>9)= f  [  ip(t)Vt f ( x ) g ( x ) d x d t ,  f , g e L 2{R)
J R  J R
is bounded, and there is a unique bounded linear operator such that 
(V<pf,9) = T<p(f,g) fo r every f  and g in L2(R). Moreover, ||v y | <  |M |Li(R)- 
I f  <p has compact essential support, then E F A (F *. □
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P ro p o sitio n  6 .9 . Let h E  H 2(R) and ip E  L 2{R). Let h ®  ip denote the 
function (x, t )  i-» h(x)ip(t) and l e t k  = Then  Int k E  FA eF *nC 2 -
Moreover, i f  also ph is in H °°(R ) and ip E  L 1(R), then In t k  =  M phV\p-
Proof Using the generator description (6.9) of F A ( F *, this follows from 
Proposition 6.8 using the argum ent of Proposition 5.7. □
P ro p o sitio n  6 .10 . I f  u E  H 2 (R) ® L 2 (R) then Int ©j^1 {v) E  F{AtC\C 2 )F * . 
So
{Int k  | ©h(fc) € H 2(R) <g> L 2(R)} C F ( A e n C 2)F*.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.3 and Proposition 6.9 exactly as in the 
proof of Proposition 3.8. □
L em m a 6.11 . The Hilbert-Schmidt operators in Ag are w*-dense in An, 
and the Hilbert-Schmidt operators in A b  are w*-dense in Ab-
Proof By (6.9), Ah  C F A ^F * . Since the Hilbert-Schm idt operators C2 form 
an ideal in C ( L 2(R))  and F  is unitary, by (6.15),
Ah  n c2 c  (FAeF*)  n c2 = F (A i  n c 2) f *  c  f { A b  n c 2) f \
It follows by Proposition 5.10 th a t both F (A i  fl C2 )F* and F ( A b  H C2 )F * 
contain a bounded approxim ate identity. The argum ent of Corollary 3.11 
now shows th a t F (A e n C 2 )F* and F (A b  H C2 )F* are dense in FAeF*  and 
F A bF *  respectively. Since F  is unitary, we can conjugate these dense sets 
with F* to  reach the desired conclusion. □
T h eorem  6.12 . A t — A+ = Ab- In particular, A+ is reflexive.
Proof. We know from (6.15) th a t A t  C A + C A b - Hence by Proposition 6.7 
and Proposition 6.10,
A t n C 2 = (Ad F*){Int k \ e h(k) 6 H 2(R)  <8> L 2(R)} = A B D C2- (6.16)
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By Lemma 6.11, this set of Hilbert-Schm idt operators in w*-dense in each 
of the w*-closed algebras A t  and A b , s o  A t = A s  = A+. Since A b  =  Alg B  
is plainly reflexive, the proof is complete. □
Remark. As in [KP02], let us write C y  for the  subspace lattice
C y = {vcH 2(R)  | C € C*} U {(0), L2(R+), L2(R_), L2(R)}.
We can use Theorem 6.12 to  obtain the following intrinsic expression for 
Alg L y .  Since A t = A+  =  A b , by Lemma 6.2, F B  = C y . Thus by (6.9),
A lgCv  = (A dF ) A b = w*-alg{14, M \  | A > 0, t e  R}.
Observe th a t Cs  Q Cy.  We claim th a t A s  = Alg Cs  is equal to  A lg /V - The 
inclusion A s  2  A lg £ y  is immediate, and by Proposition 5.5(i) and (6.16),
A s  n  C2 c  (A d F ) ( A B  n  C2),
so
A s  n  C2  = (A lgCy)  n  C2 .
As observed in the proof of Lemma 6.11, (A lg £ y ) O C2  contains a bounded 
approxim ate identity, so applying the well-worn argum ent of Corollary 3.11 
one shows th a t A s  fl C2 = (A lg£y ) fl C2 is w*-dense in A s  = Alg Cy.
Q u e s tio n  6 .13 . It is shown in [LL92] th a t A b contains operators of every 
even rank and their ranges are dense in L 2(R). Is there an alternative proof 
of Theorem 6.12 in which these finite-rank operators fulfil the  role played 
by the Hilbert-Schm idt operators above?
C o ro lla ry  6 .14 . Let A u be the “upper triangular” algebra 
A u = w*-alg{p(ra ) ,p(u 0 ) | a  > 0, /? >  0}.
Then A+ = A n•
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Proof. Let U € £ ( L 2(R)) be the unitary operator Uf { x )  = x ~ l f { x ~ l ). 
Then U* = U,
U p(ra )U*f (x)  = x - l Up(ra) f ( x - 1)
=  x ~ l aU  f { a 2x ~ l )
= a ~ 1f ( a ~ 2x)
=  P(ra- i ) f ( x )
and
I) p U a j U ' f i x )  =  x ~ l U
= x - 1U f ( 0  + x ~ 1)
= - L ~ f ( - ? — )
j 3 x  +  1 ( 3 x  +  1
= p(l(3 ) f ( x ) .
So
Up(ra)U* = p{ra- i ) ,  Up(u0)U* = p(lp) and Up( l JU* = p f a ) ;
so by Theorem 6.12, ^4U =  UA(U* =  UA+U* = A+. □
We are now in a position to give the properties of A+  corresponding to 
those of A p and Ah  listed on page 92.
1. We have the generator description
A+ = w * -a lg (p _ A | A >  0} U {Vt 11 E R});
the generating set is the union of the strong operator topology contin­
uous one-param eter semigroup S 1 and the strong operator topology 
continuous one-param eter group S 2 , where
S \ =  { D - x  | A >  0} and S2 =  {Vt | t  e R}.
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The translation semigroup S i satisfies S i C\Sl =  { /} , bu t the  dilation 
group S2 is selfadjoint in the sense th a t S2 =  S%. Thus A+ is not 
doubly nonselfadjoint.
2. Consequently, A+ fl A*+ is not trivial, containing the dilation group
{Vt \ t e  R}.
3. A + contains finite-rank operators of every even rank.
4. We again have a bounded approxim ate identity of Hilbert-Schm idt 
operators.
5. Latv4+ is homeomorphic to the disjoint union of a Euclidean manifold 
(a sphere) with two points coming from the trivial lattice.
6. A+ is reflexive.
Let Si  and be the sets of operators
S i =  {p(rQ), p(lj)  | a  > 0, 7  >  0} and 
S + = {p(ra ), p(/7), p(up)  | a  >  0, 0 ,7  >  0}.
Theorem  6.12 says th a t w*-alg(<S^) =  w*-alg(«S+), although a t first sight it 
is not at all clear why the generators p(up)  should lie in w*-alg(<S^). The 
algebra generated by Si  “fills ou t” all of <S+ when the w*-closure is taken. It 
is interesting to  ask in which topologies this phenomenon occurs. We show 
th a t the  norm-closed algebras generated by Si  and *5+ are not equal. The 
idea behind the proof of this result is due to  S. C. Power.
L e m m a  6 .15 . Fix (3 > 0 and fo r  t > 0 let Jt = (—oo, — t] U [£, oo). Then 
there is a t > 0 such that whenever f  e  L 2(R) with supp /  C Jt , the 
intersection Jt fl supp p{up) f  is empty. In  fact, t = 3(3~l will do.
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Proof. For S  C R, let us write c lS  for the closure of S. By (6.5),
P M f i x )  = gp( x ) f ( ( P  +  rr-1 )-1 ), x  G R \  {0, - / T 1}
where g@ : R —► C is an almost everywhere non-zero function. Hence
su p p p( up) f  =  cl { ( y - 1 - ( 3 ) - 1 | y  G supp /  \  {0 ,/ T 1} }.
A calculation reveals th a t if t  = 3/?-1 , then 0, j3~1 £  Jt and
d t f iT 1 - / ? ) - 1 | y G Jt } = [§/5- 1 ,f /? -1 ]
and this does indeed have em pty intersection with Jt. □
P ro p o s i t io n  6 .16 . Let A™ and A \  denote the norm-closed operator alge­
bras generated by S i and respectively. Then A§  C A+.
Proof. Fix (3 >  0. Intuitively, elements of S i “fix 00” whereas p(up) is a 
“shift through 00” . We exploit this perspective to  show th a t p(up) Aff.
Given t >  0, again let Jt =  (—00, —t] U [£, 00). Let A'£ denote the algebra 
generated by S i , so th a t A[  is the set of finite sums of finite products of 
elements of Si.
We claim th a t for any t >  0 and for any T  G A[,  there is a real num­
ber s = s (T, t )  such th a t whenever g G L 2(R) and supp#  C J s , we have 
suppT # C Jt . If a  > 0 and T  = p (rQ), then T  =  V^iogcn s°  s — to -2  
suffices. If 7  >  0 and T  =  p(Z7) then T  =  X>_7, so s = t +  7  suffices. A sim­
ple induction argum ent establishes the claim for T  = p(a \a 2 . . .  an) where 
at G S i for i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  n. Another induction shows th a t the claim holds for 
a finite sum of such operators.
Fix t  =  3(3~l and T  G A'e. Let s = s ( T }t) and let g G L2(R) w ith 
||#|| =  1 and supp# C Js fl Jt — Jmax(s,t)- Then
suppT #  C Jt and J t fl supp p{up)g — 0
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by Lemma 6.15, so Tg  and p{up)g are orthogonal in L 2{R). Moreover, p(up) 
is unitary, so
IIT -  P(ue) ||2 > || Tg -  p (up)gf  = HTffll2 + ||p(u„)s||2 > \\p(up)9 \\2 = 1.
Since A!t is norm-dense in A%, th is shows th a t d ist(p(u/g), A^)  >  1 and so 
p(up) £ A \ .  □
6 .2 .3  Q u estio n s
Fix (h,s)  7^  (1,0). Let p ^ s be the irreducible representation in the  principal 
series given by (6.3) and let «4+ be the w*-closed operator algebra generated 
by /9/l!S(5 L2(M+)). Now Lemma 6.2 still holds for A+;  indeed by (6.4), the 
subalgebra
A t  -  w*-alg{ p h A r^ i P h A l i )  I a > 0, 7  >  0}
is independent of our choice of h and s. However, the author has been 
unable to  find an analogue of Lemma 6.3 since YhjS = Ph,s(j) is n0 longer 
reduced by H 2{R) and the only proper subspace obviously invariant for A+  
is L 2(R_) .  This prom pts the following two questions.
Q u estion  6 .17 . We know th a t Lat^4-|- 3  {(0), L 2(R_),  L 2(R)}. Do we in 
fact have equality?
Q u estion  6 .18 . Is A + reflexive?
If the answer to  both  of these questions is in the  affirmative, then A+  is 
a somewhat uninteresting nest algebra in the irreducible case.
On a more general theme, we pose the following. Recall th a t when 
(h, s)  = (1,0), the  lattice Lat A+  with the  strong operator topology is home- 
omorphic to  the disjoint union of a  Euclidean manifold and the two points
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coming from the trivial lattice {(0), L2(R)}. We call such a lattice a nearly 
Euclidean lattice. Of the three Lie semigroup operator algebras A p, A h 
and A+  th a t we have seen, all are reflexive and all have nearly Euclidean 
invariant subspace lattices.
Q u estion  6 .19 . W hich operator algebras do other unitary-valued repre­
sentations of SL 2 (R+) lead to? Are they reflexive, and are their invariant 
subspace lattices nearly Euclidean?
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